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Social entrepreneurship is a growing area, and we frequently hear of new ventures committed to
social change. In academia, however, social entrepreneurship has typically been taught as a
‘version’ of entrepreneurship, ignoring the unique structure, challenges and goals of the social
venture.In their new book, Coleman and Kariv draw on the latest theory and research to provide
boundaries to the definition of social entrepreneurship, discussing both what it is, and what it is
not. The book answers several key questions:Who are social entrepreneurs?What is the process
for identifying and solving a social need?What are the differences between for-profit and not-for-
profit social ventures?What is the role of innovation?How do we develop high performing firms?
How do we measure success?The focus on context allows students to appreciate how social
entrepreneurship develops and operates in different countries and cultures, lending a global
perspective to the book. Combined with rich pedagogy and a companion website, it provides
students with all the learning tools they need to grasp this important subject.

“Exceptionally well written, organized and presented… as practical as it is 'user friendly' and is
very highly recommended for personal, professional, corporate, community, and academic
library instructional reference collections.” — Midwest Book ReviewADVANCE PRAISE for
Changing Your Company from the Inside Out:JUDITH F. SAMUELSON, FOUNDER AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BUSINESS AND SOCIETY PROGRAM, ASPEN INSTITUTE—“Davis
and White artfully unpack a set of tools and strategies for change agents who want to help their
corporations adapt to new social norms and environmental expectations. Let’s hope this book
finds its way into the hands of those who are poised to unleash the extraordinary capacity
embedded in modern corporations. Both our nation and our world will be better off if they
succeed.”JOE MALCOUN, CEO, NUTSHELL—“Davis and White provide a functional and
actionable platform for social-minded employees interested in effecting social change without
falling into the same vague estuary of ‘doing well by doing good.’ Thankfully, this book moves
beyond a call to action and offers readers the information they’ll need to succeed in the field,
where it matters most.”JEFFREY PFEFFER, THOMAS D. DEE II PROFESSOR OF
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR, STANFORD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS; AUTHOR,
LEADERSHIP B.S.: FIXING WORKPLACES AND CAREERS ONE TRUTH AT A TIME—“Davis
and White provide practical, research-based, smart suggestions for leveraging the resources of
your existing workplace to do social good in ways that fit your values and do not jeopardize your
career. What could be better?”MICHAEL USEEM, WILLIAM AND JACALYN EGAN
PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP
AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT, THE WHARTON SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
—“Changing Your Company from the Inside Out provides a compelling road map for social



intrapreneurs who want to persuade their companies to embrace agendas far beyond the
bottom line. An essential companion for all who want to mobilize their organizations to help
create a better world.”JOHANNA MAIR, ACADEMIC EDITOR, STANFORD SOCIAL
INNOVATION REVIEW—“Davis and White masterfully integrate examples of successful social
intrapreneurship and arguments from social-movement research to develop a guide on how to
enact social change without formal authority. A truly empowering book for anyone who cares
about business and social change.”FRED KELLER, FOUNDER AND FORMER CEO,
CASCADE ENGINEERING—“Changing Your Company from the Inside Out is a virtual fountain
of ideas for how to increase the positive impact of companies as an employee and not a leader.
It is extremely relevant to employees seeking to improve the positive impact of their
institutions.”About the AuthorGerald F. Davis is the Wilbur K. Pierpont Collegiate Professor of
Management at the Ross School of Business and Professor of Sociology at the University of
Michigan. His most recent book is Managed by the Markets: How Finance Re-Shaped America,
which won the Academy of Management’s George R. Terry Book Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Management Knowledge in 2010.Christopher J. White is Managing Director of
the Center for Positive Organizations and adjunct faculty in Management & Organizations at the
University of Michigan’s Ross School of Business. Chris has been leading and consulting to
purpose-driven organizations spanning the corporate, nonprofit, and philanthropic sectors for
more than fifteen years.
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Creating the Social VentureSocial entrepreneurship is a growing area, and we frequently hear of
new ventures committed to social change. In academia, however, social entrepreneurship has
typically been taught as a ‘version’ of entrepreneurship, ignoring the unique structure,
challenges and goals of the social venture.In their new book, Coleman and Kariv draw on the
latest theory and research to provide boundaries to the definition of social entrepreneurship,
discussing both what it is, and what it is not. The book answers several key questions:Who are
social entrepreneurs?What is the process for identifying and solving a social need?What are the
differences between for-profit and not-for-profit social ventures?What is the role of innovation?
How do we develop high performing firms?How do we measure success?The focus on context
allows students to appreciate how social entrepreneurship develops and operates in different
countries and cultures, lending a global perspective to the book. Combined with rich pedagogy
and a companion website, it provides students with all the learning tools they need to grasp this
important subject.Susan Coleman is professor of finance at the University of Hartford, USA. She
teaches entrepreneurial finance, corporate finance, and international business.Dafna Kariv is a
senior lecturer, researcher, and director of the TempusBiz project and “Young Entrepreneurs” at
the College of Management Academic Studies, Israel. She is also a member of the Chair of
Entrepreneurship at HEC Montréal, Canada.Creating the Social VentureSusan Coleman and
Dafna KarivFirst published 2016by Routledge711 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017and by
Routledge2 Park Square, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RNRoutledge is an imprint of the
Taylor & Francis Group, an informa business© 2016 Taylor & FrancisThe right of Susan
Coleman and Dafna Kariv to be identified as authors of this work has been asserted by them in
accordance with sections 77 and 78 of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilised in any form or by any
electronic, mechanical, or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including
photocopying and recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the publishers.Trademark notice: Product or corporate names may be
trademarks or registered trademarks, and are used only for identification and explanation
without intent to infringe.Library of Congress Cataloguing in Publication DataColeman, Susan,
1951-Creating the social venture / by Susan Coleman and Dafna Kariv. – First Edition.pages
cmIncludes bibliographical references and index.1. Social entrepreneurship. 2. Social change. 3.
Scaling (Social sciences)I. Kariv, Dafna. II. Title.HD60.C574 2015658.4’08–
dc232015004036Typeset in Times New Romanby Cenveo Publisher ServicesAdditional
materials are available on the companion website atThis book is dedicated to my sister,
Maureen, and my brother, David, for their loving care of our mother when it counted most and
always.—Susan ColemanContentsPrefaceAcknowledgmentsWhat Is Social Entrepreneurship?1
Defining Social Entrepreneurship2 Theories and Models of Social Entrepreneurship3
Describing the Social EntrepreneurKey Elements of Social Entrepreneurship4 Value Creation:



Entrepreneur and Stakeholder Perspectives5 Global Context: The Role of Culture in Forming
Social Ventures6 The Role of Innovation in Developing Solutions for Social ProblemsProcess
and Management in Social Ventures7 The Process of Social Entrepreneurship8 The Founding
Team in the Social Venture9 Managing the Social Venture10 Financing Nonprofit and For-Profit
Social VenturesCreating a Sustainable Change11 Measuring Success12 Scaling the Social
Venture13 Creating an Impact and Sharing Best Practices in Social
EntrepreneurshipIndexPrefaceAlthough social entrepreneurship as a practice has been around
for many years, it is relatively new as a field of academic study. In recent years, however, a
number of factors have conspired to bring not only the practice but the teaching and learning of
social entrepreneurship to the forefront. First and foremost, the globalization of our economy has
made individuals residing in one country increasingly aware of the needs and well-being of
those in others. Thus, those of us who reside in developed economies such as the United
States, Israel, and countries that compose the Euro Zone, for example, are much more aware of
unmet social needs in their own countries as well as unmet needs of those living in countries
that are still developing. Second, innovation has increased our options for addressing unmet
social needs on a larger scale and often at a lower cost. In particular, new technologies have
increased our ability to address diverse social needs in the areas of health, poverty, hunger,
education, social justice, and environmental preservation at local, state, national, and even at
multinational or global levels. Third, there has been a growing disenchantment, particularly
among high school and college-aged students, with the corporate mentality of winning at any
cost. Increasingly, today’s students are drawn to the example of social entrepreneurs who are
able to integrate both economic and social goals, or “doing well by doing good.”This book is full
of mini-cases illustrating ways in which social entrepreneurs have combined practices typically
associated with commercial business with the social purpose typically associated with charities
and nonprofit organizations. Thus, the continued evolution of social entrepreneurship is a story
of breaking down walls. As we will show, globalization and innovation have served to break down
walls of time, distance, and understanding between people living in vastly different geographic
regions. Similarly, the blending of social and economic value creation has broken down the wall
between commercial ventures and those that address social needs.In terms of the book’s flow,
Creating the Social Venture is developed around four major themes. The first of these is titled
“What Is Social Entrepreneurship?,” which encompasses the material included in Chapters 1
through 3. Chapter 1 focuses on defining social entrepreneurship and exploring the difference
between social and economic value creation. It also discusses the importance of social
entrepreneurship in today’s environment and recognizes the role and importance of context in
shaping social ventures. Chapter 2 discusses major theories from the broader field of
entrepreneurship that can help us understand the still-emerging field of social entrepreneurship.
It reviews the major organizational models used by social ventures, including the nonprofit
model, the for-profit model, and hybrid models. Chapter 3 focuses on the social entrepreneur,
describing unique characteristics, as well as the motivations and aspirations that trigger social



entrepreneurship. Chapter 3 also discusses the importance of the social entrepreneur’s vision
and its role in guiding the launch and development of social ventures.The second section of the
book, which includes Chapters 4 through 6, is titled “Key Elements of Social Entrepreneurship.”
Chapter 4 explores the ways in which social entrepreneurs create value and use their vision for
social value creation to garner support from other stakeholders, such as service recipients,
donors, volunteers, employees, and the like. Chapter 5 focuses on a key theme of this book, the
role of context and culture in shaping social ventures. This chapter helps us gain an
understanding of how and why ventures addressing very different types of needs are launched
and developed in different communities. As noted above, innovation has served as a key factor
in the emergence of social entrepreneurship as a field. Consistent with this, we explore the role
and significance of innovation within the context of social entrepreneurship in Chapter 6.
Throughout Creating the Social Venture we provide examples of innovative approaches to
creating social value through the development of new products, services, delivery systems, and
technologies.Our third section is titled “Process and Management in Social Ventures” and
includes Chapters 7 through 10. Chapter 7 includes a discussion and comparison of different
models for the entrepreneurial process. It goes on to identify and discuss four major components
that can be used to describe the social entrepreneurial process and provides examples of how
each plays a role in the launch and development of social ventures. Chapter 8 is designed to
unveil the dynamics of founding teams in social ventures. Although we often have an image of
the lone entrepreneur battling it out against the forces of the universe, in fact, many social
ventures are founded by teams of individuals or groups. Chapter 8 describes some of the
challenges faced by social venture founding teams, as well as strategies that can help them
overcome these challenges and gain support from key stakeholders. Chapter 9 focuses on
strategies, practices, and approaches for managing new social ventures. It addresses the
challenge of managing stakeholder groups who have different needs, expectations, and
interests and explores avenues for meeting these often competing needs while still adhering to
the venture’s core values and mission. Section 3 concludes with Chapter 10, titled “Financing
Nonprofit and For-Profit Social Ventures.” As its title implies, Chapter 10 highlights the
importance of financing strategies and their link to sustaining and scaling social ventures. It also
describes major financing strategies for both nonprofit and for-profit social ventures, as well as
the challenges associated with financing each. Chapter 10 concludes with a discussion of the
ways in which these challenges have led to the creation of “hybrid” social ventures and other
innovative approaches.The final section of Creating the Social Venture, which includes Chapters
11 through 13, is called “Creating a Sustainable Change.” This final section ties together material
and themes from earlier chapters and focuses on the ways in which social entrepreneurs can
scale their ventures and create sustainable social change. Chapter 11 focuses on the important
link between measurement and the creation of sustainable social value. It explores some of the
current methods for measuring social value creation and social impact, as well as newer
methods, such as the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) that are still evolving.



Chapter 12 explores strategies for scaling social ventures as a means for achieving greater
impact and provides examples of how these can be applied to real-world social ventures. Finally,
Chapter 13 integrates themes from the preceding chapters to explore the ways in which social
ventures achieve a lasting impact. Chapter 13 incorporates a discussion of “best practices” that
have contributed to the success of social ventures and concludes with examples of ways in
which these ventures have served as “agents of change” in both developed and developing
economies.In addition to its chapter content, Creating the Social Venture provides a number of
tools to help guide and enhance student learning. Each chapter begins with a “Road Map”
describing topics covered in the chapter, as well as theoretical models to be presented and an
“Action Plan.” In addition, each chapter provides “Objectives” describing what the student will
have learned after her or she completes the chapter. Real-world examples and mini-cases are
an important part of Creating the Social Venture, because they illustrate the ways in which social
entrepreneurs create enduring social value. Each chapter includes numerous examples of social
entrepreneurship in action as well as mini-cases that can be used for classroom discussion.
“Chapter Questions” at the end of each chapter test and expand upon student learning by
requiring students to integrate and apply material and concepts introduced in the chapter.
Similarly, each chapter concludes with a substantive case study with accompanying questions.
Finally, students are provided with a “Call to Action” designed to help them identify and pursue
their own passions for addressing unmet social needs. These activities take students beyond the
textbook and the classroom and into the community where they too can become “agents of
change.”Creating the Social Venture has been an exciting project for us, your two authors, who,
on the surface, could not be more different. Although we are both college professors, one of us
teaches finance while the other teaches management; an unusual pairing to say the least! As if
that were not enough, one of us is an American, while the other hails from Israel, so we are also
blending two different languages, cultures, and life styles. Since we have already mentioned
technology, one of us is highly proficient in new technologies, while the other feels that she is
constantly trying to stay one step ahead of her students. What has united us in this project,
however, is not just our shared friendship but our passion for teaching entrepreneurship in ways
that will nurture the aspirations and hopes of our students, many of whom will either launch their
own entrepreneurial ventures at some point in the future or be associated with an
entrepreneurial venture in some way. Creating the Social Venture has provided us with an
opportunity to share with you, our students, the “story” of social entrepreneurship, which
continues to evolve even as we put the finishing touches on this book. We have to say, it has
been a grand ride, and we are thrilled to have this opportunity to take that ride with you!
AcknowledgmentsMany people were an integral part of writing Creating the Social Venture, and
we would like to offer our deepest thanks to just a few of them. First, we would like to thank the
inspiring social entrepreneurs whom we have highlighted in case studies throughout this book.
In some instances, we were able to interview these remarkable individuals who generously
shared their time, experiences, and insights with us. Without these stories and these powerful



examples, this book could never have been written.We would like to thank the University of
Hartford’s Barney School of Business for a summer research grant to support writing the first
draft of Creating the Social Venture. We would also like to thank the University of Hartford for a
Coffin grant that supported attendance at key conferences and entrepreneur interviews. We are
grateful to the College of Management, Academic Studies, Rishon Lezion, Israel, and to their
School of Business Administration, which provided us the financial support and technical input
for the work on which this book is based. Special thanks to the Dean of the School of Business
Administration, Prof. Oren Kaplan, for his valuable and insightful comments throughout the
writing process. Last but not least, we would like to thank the University of Hartford’s Women’s
Education and Leadership Fund (WELF) for a grant that has provided support for preparing the
final draft of our book.We owe a big debt of thanks to our publisher, Routledge, for recognizing
the need for a book of this type, and to our editor, Sharon Golan, who encouraged us to move
forward with this project and has supported us every step of the way. Similarly, we are indebted
to our editorial assistant, Jabari LeGendre, who has shown great patience in moving us through
the final stages of production and publication. We would like to offer a special thank you to our
copyeditor, Camille Vainstein, who has helped us integrate the work of two authors from two
different countries writing in two different languages.We would like to take this opportunity to
thank our reviewers for their thoughtful recommendations and suggestions, which have been
invaluable in helping us develop the earlier drafts of Creating the Social Venture into this final
and greatly improved text. Their encouragement and support inspired and sustained us just
when we needed it most.Last but not least, we thank our families and friends for their support,
love, and patience throughout this process. In particular, Susan thanks her husband, Bill, for his
unfailing love, encouragement and support. She also thanks her sister, Maureen, and her
brother, David, for serving as examples of what a difference the actions of good people can
make. Finally, she thanks her grandson, Ben, whose generous heart and giving spirit remind her
of so many of the social entrepreneurs featured in this book. Dafna wishes to record her great
debt to her beloved family, her source of inspiration. To Raanan, her husband, for his love, faith
in her, and constant encouragement and support; Tomer, Ofir, and Shir, her children – her
inspiration and drive to pursue her passion for writing on entrepreneurship. Special thanks are
due to her mother, Bianca Barel, for guiding her toward accomplishing her dreams.What Is
Social Entrepreneurship?1 Defining Social EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this
chapter you will be able todescribe the characteristics of a social ventureexplain the difference
between “economic value” and “social value”understand the importance of social
entrepreneurship in today’s environmentrecognize the role and importance of context or
environment in shaping social venturesprovide examples of social ventures in your own
community or in the larger global communityDefining Social EntrepreneurshipWhat is social
entrepreneurship? Today, there are a number of definitions of social entrepreneurship in both
research and practice (Mair & Martí, 2005). Most of these share some common characteristics,
including the following:Identifying and serving an unmet social needCreating “social



value”Serving as agents of change in the social sectorDeveloping solutions to social problems
that are sustainable over timeOne of our tasks within the framework of this book is to initiate the
establishment of boundaries around a definition of social entrepreneurship in order to determine
what it is and what it is not. Within the framework of this book, we define social entrepreneurs as
those individuals who create social value through the development of innovative solutions to
unmet social needs. In doing so, social entrepreneurs often employ principles and practices that
we typically associate with business. These include principles and practices in areas such as
management, marketing, and finance. In addition, as we will show, many social ventures also
create economic value through revenue-generating activities that include the sale of goods or
services. In fact, this is an increasingly important strategy in allowing social ventures to achieve
significant size and scope. Let us explore these themes more fully.Creating Social ValueSocial
value is one of the defining attributes of social ventures (Dees, 1998). Social entrepreneurship
creates social value by addressing unmet needs in society. These include areas such as hunger,
health, safety, human rights, education, and the environment. By creating social value, social
entrepreneurs are attempting to make the world a better place for some segment of the
population. As an example, social entrepreneur Julie Carney founded Gardens for Health () in
Rwanda where 45 percent of the children suffer from malnutrition. This rate is even higher in
rural areas due to higher levels of poverty. In many instances, by the time these cases make it
into one of the village healthcare clinics, the child is in critical condition. Parents in these
communities do not understand the causes of malnutrition, its effects, how to recognize its
signs, or how to treat it. Carney’s organization developed a program to train and educate parents
through local healthcare centers. Mothers learn to identify the signs of malnutrition in their own
children and also serve as “watchdogs” for its presence in other members of the community.
Simultaneously, they are taught the basics of good nutrition so that they can make better choices
for their families. Finally, agricultural extension agents are trained to educate communities on the
importance of planting not just cash-generating crops like coffee and cotton, but also healthy
food crops for local consumption. To this end, families are trained in how to set up “kitchen
gardens” that will help meet their dietary needs.Agents of ChangeIn this example, Gardens for
Health created social value by developing an innovative solution for the problem of malnutrition,
particularly among children, in Rwanda. Through community-based training and education,
parents and communities are taught the importance of good nutrition and empowered to
develop gardens that will help them meet their families’ nutritional needs. By creating her
organization, social entrepreneur Julie Carney found a creative way to address a large and
unmet social need in the area of hunger. In doing so, she served as an “agent of change.”
Gardens of Health helps families break out of the cycle of poverty and hunger by providing them
with knowledge and tools that will enable them to plant personal and community gardens to help
serve their nutritional needs. This, in turn, leads to better nutrition, better health, lower rates of
childhood mortality, and greater productivity. Gardens of Health has changed the model by
giving families great power and control over their lives. Many of you are familiar with the maxim:If



you give a man a fish, he will eat for a day. If you teach a man to fish, he will eat for a lifetime.Bill
Drayton, the founder and CEO of the Ashoka Fellowship modified this to state:Social
entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish, or teach how to fish. They will not rest until they
have revolutionized the fishing industry ().Julie Carney is an example of one such “revolutionary”
in the sense that she developed a means for replacing ignorance with knowledge and
dependence with empowerment. Her model can be, and in fact has been, replicated in other
communities and in other countries where people suffer from hunger and malnutrition. As we will
see throughout this book, one of the key challenges for social entrepreneurs is the development
of solutions and strategies that will help them bring about change that will eliminate or alleviate
social needs by “revolutionizing the fishing industry”. These solutions may involve radical
changes in products and services, delivery systems, infrastructure, the environment, and any or
all aspects of managing the social venture. Social entrepreneurs are “agents for change” who
develop new models and paradigms for addressing unmet social needs (Seelos & Mair, 2005).
In this sense, they are our new pioneers!Bill Drayton: A Pioneer in the Field of Social
EntrepreneurshipBill Drayton was on the fast track to corporate success when he changed
course to focus on the development of social entrepreneurship as a field. We are lucky he did!
After earning degrees at Harvard, Oxford University, and Yale Law School, Drayton went to work
for the prestigious management consulting firm McKinsey and Company in 1970. From there he
joined the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under President Jimmy Carter where he played
a significant role in changing the ways in which the agency carried out its environmental mission
(Bornstein, 1998).In 1981 Bill returned to McKinsey part-time. During his “free time” he launched
Ashoka, an organization dedicated to promoting and developing social entrepreneurs
throughout the world. Ashoka was an emperor of India in the third century B.C. After one
particularly gruesome conquest in battle, he renounced violence and dedicated the remainder of
his life to the public good (Bornstein, 1998). Drayton received a MacArthur Fellowship in 1984,
which allowed him to focus on Ashoka full time. Ashoka’s mission is:To support social
entrepreneurs who are leading and collaborating with changemakers, in a team of teams model
that addresses the fluidity of a rapidly evolving society. Ashoka believes that anyone can learn
and apply the critical skills of empathy, team work, leadership and changemaking to be
successful in the modern world ().To pursue this mission, Drayton has created the Ashoka
organization with offices throughout the world. He has also raised millions of dollars from both
private donors and foundations. These funds have allowed him to establish the Ashoka
Fellowship program, which provides grants to social entrepreneurs who have the potential to
achieve systemic and large-scale change. One such entrepreneur is Kailash Stayarthi, a 1993
Ashoka Fellow, who received the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize for his global leadership in the
movement against exploitative child labor practices, slavery, and prostitution (). Since its launch
in 1981, Ashoka has supported over 3,000 social entrepreneurs in 70 different
countries.Creating Sustainable SolutionsA final element in our definition of social
entrepreneurship is “sustainability”. This refers to the creation of solutions that will endure over



time. In other words, it refers to the creation of longer-term solutions often involving systemic
change. Figure 1.1 illustrates this.The first of these strategies for achieving sustainability—
changing policy—refers to actions directed at influencing laws and regulations. As an example of
this strategy, Mothers Against Drunk Driving () lobbied vigorously for tougher drunk-driving laws
to reduce the number of families who would be affected by the loss of loved ones in accidents
involving drunk drivers. Similarly, MADD has emerged as a powerful grassroots organization with
local chapters throughout the United States.In recent years, advances in technology have
opened the door to social ventures employing open- source strategies. One of the most visible
examples is Wikipedia, launched by social entrepreneur Jimmy Wales in 2001. Wikipedia is a
multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia that anyone can contribute to and edit. According to
the Wikipedia website (), this social venture has grown rapidly since its inception and is now one
of the largest reference websites in the world. Almost 500 million individuals use the website
each month, and the site includes 22 million articles written in 285 different languages. In a
sense, Wikipedia “democratizes” the creation of information and provides access to issues and
topics on a real-time basis.Teach for America () is an example of a social venture that has used
the media effectively to raise awareness of the existence of educational inequities suffered by
children in poor communities and to recruit support in the form of teachers and donations.
Founded by Wendy Kopp in 1989, Teach for America recruits recent college graduates and
professionals to teach for two years in low-income urban and rural communities in the United
States. The goal is to provide a high-quality education to students in challenged schools,
thereby increasing their chances for success. In terms of impact, 11,000 Teach for America
“corps members” taught more than 750,000 students in 2013–2014. Equally important, 32,000
alumni corps members have continued their involvement as educational leaders and advocates.
Teach for America’s use of the media has included frequent articles in the press, publication of
studies by major research organizations such as the Urban Institute and Mathematica, two
books published by Kopp herself, and ongoing communications through vehicles such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube. Teach for America also provides a good example of a
social venture that has enhanced its prospects for sustainability by expanding the size and
geographic scope of its organization. It has grown from an initial cohort of 500 corps members in
1990 to 11,000 today. Similarly, Teach for America has expanded its operations to serve
students in 48 regions across the United States.Figure 1.1Different Ways in Which Social
Entrepreneurs Can Achieve Lasting Change[1].When we think of franchising, we are more
inclined to think of organizations like McDonalds or Jiffy Lube. However, franchising is a model
that can be applied to a broad range of organizations serving very different types of needs. In the
case of a franchise, a “parent” organization—the franchisor, allows others—the franchisees, to
use its name and business model, typically for the sale of goods or services. The franchisor
often provides umbrella services such as training, national advertising, and procurement that
benefit the franchisees. In commercial franchising, the franchisee pays an upfront fee to the
franchisor and a percentage of the revenues. The franchising model allows the parent company



to extend its reach much more rapidly than it could if it had to do all the work of launching new
locations by itself. CHILDLINE India is an example of “social franchising.” CHILDLINE was
launched in Mumbai, India, in 1996 by social entrepreneur Jeroo Billimoria to target the needs of
children in emergency or abusive situations. Her organization provides a toll-free 24-hour
helpline staffed by individuals who can connect the children who call with medical assistance,
shelter, and counseling. Recognizing that a service such as CHILDLINE could provide benefits
to children throughout India, the founders turned to a social-franchising model as a way of
replicating and building upon their early success. In a 2012 interview, CHILDLINE’s Executive
Director, Kajol Menon, stated:The model envisaged scale from its initiation in a single city
making it easy for partners to identify the ‘what’s in it for me’ and fit CHILDLINE very seamlessly
into their overall mandate. The uniform identity of CHILDLINE in terms of the common number,
logo worked well. Smaller organizations benefited from the association with the CHILDLINE
brand ().At the time of that interview, CHILDLINE India operated in 172 cities through 415
partner organizations. CHILDLINE has fielded over 21 million phone calls and has provided
assistance to over 3 million children. CHILDLINE is currently engaged in planning for further
expansion across the Asia Pacific region.In attempting to better define social entrepreneurship,
we will also discuss what it is not. For example, social entrepreneurship is not the same as
engaging in the types of voluntary activities in which most of us take part in our daily lives. These
include car washes, bake sales, spaghetti suppers, or food booths at the local fair. This is not to
suggest that these types of activities are not necessary and important for addressing needs:
they most certainly are. They are a way for each of us to give back to our community and our
fellow men and women on a day-to-day basis. Nevertheless, they are not social
entrepreneurship.As we move through this book, we will discuss the ways in which each of the
basic characteristics of social entrepreneurship manifests itself in the various organizations that
we feature in our case studies. We will also highlight the role and importance of context by
providing a global perspective on social entrepreneurship, which will allow us to examine the
ways in which creative social entrepreneurs address unmet needs in a variety of different
countries and environments.Figure 1.2Characteristics of “Social Entrepreneurship”.How Does
Social Entrepreneurship Differ from “Commercial” Entrepreneurship?As we will demonstrate
throughout this book, there are a number of similarities between social and commercial
entrepreneurship. In both instances, the entrepreneur must create value for his or her
stakeholders. In the case of commercial entrepreneurship, value typically comes in the form of
an economic return to the shareholders who are the owners of the firm. As we noted above,
however, a social venture must create social value. In other words, it must address an unmet
social need. In our earlier example of CHILDLINE India, the unmet social need was children in
dangerous or abusive situations. As you will recall from your courses in finance, the
shareholders for commercial ventures typically measure their returns in the form of revenues and
company earnings, which in turn lead to dividends and capital gains. The stakeholders of a
social venture might measure their returns in the form of number of individuals served, number



of problems resolved, and the extent to which an unmet need is satisfied.Traditionally, many
viewed social and economic value as being mutually exclusive. In other words, not-for-profits
provide social value while for-profits provide economic value. More recently, however, a growing
number of researchers have begun espousing the notion that social value and economic value
are not necessarily separate (Austin et al., 2006; Peredo & McLean, 2006). Rather, they are
complementary dimensions of value creation within the framework of both social and
commercial ventures. Harvard’s Michael Porter and Mark Kramer (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 5),
in particular, make a strong case for the importance of “shared value”:The concept of shared
value can be defined as policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a
company while simultaneously advancing the economic and social conditions in the
communities in which it operates. Shared value creation focuses on identifying and expanding
the connections between society and economic progress.A benefit of Porter and Kramer’s
definition of shared value is that it provides a broader framework for the ways in which social
entrepreneurs can create and deliver value. They are no longer tied to the “old” nonprofit model
which may work well in some situations but less well in others. Traditionally, nonprofits have been
heavily dependent on donations, grants, and fund-raising events. This has made it very difficult
for them to achieve sustainability and scale, because these sources of funding tend to ebb and
flow with changes in the economy. In response to this challenge, new revenue and funding
models, such as social franchising, have emerged to allow for the creation of shared or blended
value and a more diverse array of funding sources.Differences in Organizational FormBoth
commercial and social ventures need to select some type of organizational form to achieve their
purpose. For commercial ventures, the three major types of organizational form are sole
proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. Corporations are typically larger and may be either
publicly or privately held. Publicly held corporations are those firms whose stock is traded on a
major stock exchange. In contrast, the shares of privately held firms are distributed among a
relatively small group of insiders that may include the entrepreneur, key employees, family
members, and investors.Social ventures are somewhat different in that they may be organized
as both for-profit and not-for-profit entities. A for-profit venture can take one of the corporate
ventures’ organizational forms; however, a nonprofit entity might be organized very differently.
Each of you deals with both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations on a daily basis, perhaps
without even realizing it. As an example, when you fill your gas tank or buy a burger at a local
restaurant, you are dealing with a for-profit company. In contrast, your college, church, and
organizations such as the United Way and the Red Cross are nonprofits. The goal of a for-profit
company is to provide economic returns to its owners. In contrast, the goal of a nonprofit
organization is to redeploy any earnings or economic returns for the benefit of those being
served.As we move through the chapters of this book, we will provide a number of examples and
mini-cases illustrating for-profit, not-for-profit, and blended social ventures. As you will see, each
type of model works, and works well, within the larger framework of social
entrepreneurship.Another similarity between commercial and social ventures is that both must



satisfy a variety of “stakeholders” or individuals who have a vested interest in the organizations.
For a commercial venture, stakeholders might include stockholders, employees, managers, the
Board of Directors, customers, suppliers, and the like. Social ventures may have many or all of
the same stakeholders, particularly if they are organized as for-profit entities. If they are
nonprofits, however, they may have a somewhat different and often broader array of
stakeholders. These could include the target audience to be served, various funding sources,
employees, volunteers, and a Board of Directors or Advisory Board. As we will see, nonprofits
often rely on a more diverse mix of funding sources than for-profits do. These can include
donations, grants, and revenues from various types of fund-raising activities and events.
Similarly, volunteers often serve as an essential part of the “workforce” for nonprofits in that they
create or deliver the product or service at no cost. As we will demonstrate, the effective use of
volunteers can help a social venture keep its operating costs down, thereby maximizing the
amount of capital it can devote to serving those in need.In order to be sustainable, both
commercial and social ventures need a sound “revenue model.” The revenue model describes
how the organization will generate revenues in excess of costs. An organization that is unable to
do this will not survive in the long term. Commercial ventures typically have a revenue model that
involves selling their product or service for more than it costs to produce. As noted above, social
ventures may have revenues not only from the sale of products and services but also from
donations, grants, charitable contributions, and the like. The principle is the same, however. If
the organization does not generate revenues in excess of costs, it will not survive. Successful
social ventures understand this, just as successful commercial ventures do, and take great pains
to develop and articulate their revenue model. It is one of the fundamental keys to success and
longevity for both commercial and social ventures. In light of this, we will take the time to discuss
the revenue models of many of the social ventures we highlight in this book.How “Big” Is Social
Entrepreneurship?Due to the different definitions of social entrepreneurship, it is difficult to get a
sense of how many social ventures are actually out there. Nevertheless, several important
sources help provide perspective. The first of these is the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, or
GEM, which conducted a study of social entrepreneurship activity in 49 countries in 2009
(Terjesen et al., 2012). Social entrepreneurs were those who responded “yes” to the following
survey question:Are you, alone or with others, currently trying to start or currently owning and
managing any kind of activity, organization or initiative that has a particularly social,
environmental or community objective? This might including providing services or training to
socially deprived or disabled persons, using profits for socially oriented purposes, organizing
self-help groups for community action, etc. (Terjesen et al., 2012, p. 37).Results of this study
revealed considerable variation in the level of social entrepreneurship across countries and
geographical regions. From a regional perspective, the highest level of social entrepreneurship
was found in the United States, where 5 percent of the adult working-age population was
engaged in social entrepreneurship. In contrast, Western Europe had a prevalence rate of 3.08
percent, and Southeast Asia had the lowest prevalence rate of 1.64 percent.Table 1.1 Social



Entrepreneurship Prevalence Rates as a Percentage of the Working-Age Population in
2009Region%United States5.00Caribbean5.17Latin America3.06Sub-Saharan
Africa3.22Western Europe3.08Eastern Europe2.65Middle East and North Africa1.91Southeast
Asia1.64Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2009 Report on Social Entrepreneurship.The
2009 GEM study also revealed some interesting contrasts between social entrepreneurship and
commercial entrepreneurship:Although there is still a global gender gap in the prevalence of
social entrepreneurship with women participating at lower levels, the gap is smaller than in
commercial entrepreneurship.Social entrepreneurs tend to be younger, on average, than
commercial entrepreneurs. Those most likely to launch social ventures are in the 25–35 and 35–
44 age ranges.Individuals with higher levels of education are more likely to engage in social
entrepreneurship.Another valuable source of information illustrating the impact of nonprofit
social ventures is The Nonprofit Almanac published by the Urban Institute (Roeger et al., 2012).
In contrast to the GEM report, which provides a global perspective for both profit and nonprofit
social ventures, the almanac provides a perspective on just one country, the United States, and
just one segment of social entrepreneurship, nonprofits. In terms of economic impact, the
almanac estimates that in 2010, nonprofit organizations accounted for 5.5 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP) and 9 percent of wages (Roeger et al., 2012, p. 24).There are a number
of different types of organizations within the almanac’s broad category of “nonprofits.” This report
reveals that there were approximately 1 million nonprofits organized as 501(c)(3) public charities
in the United States in 2010. This represents a growth rate of 42.3 percent since 2000. In terms
of sector, human-service public charities providing services such as job training, housing,
disaster assistance, youth development, and food distribution represented one-third of the total,
while education, the second largest sector, accounted for approximately one-fifth of the
total.These reports provide a wealth of information on the relative size, scope, and impact of
social entrepreneurship. They also reveal that social entrepreneurship is growing, and growing
rapidly. Why is this? And why now?Table 1.2 Public Charities in the United States by Sector,
2010SectorNumber%Arts, culture, and
humanities39,53610.8Education66,76918.2Environment16,3834.5Health44,12812.1Human
services124,36034.0International and foreign affairs7,5332.1Other public and social
benefit43,87512.0Religion-related23,5026.4Total366,086100.1*Source: The Nonprofit Almanac,
2012.*Numbers total over 100% due to rounding.Why Is Social Entrepreneurship So Important
in Today’s World?Social entrepreneurship is not a new phenomenon. In fact, it has been around
for many years. Early social entrepreneurs included Florence Nightingale (1821–1920), who
nursed wounded soldiers during the Crimean War and went on to found the first school of
nursing, and William Lever (1851–1925), founder of Lever Brothers, who sought “to make
cleanliness commonplace.” During the last decade, however, social entrepreneurship has
received considerably more attention as the number of social ventures increases and a growing
number of colleges and universities are adding courses on social entrepreneurship to their
curricula. Why has social entrepreneurship become such an important topic in recent years?



Figure 1.3Social Entrepreneurship in Today’s World.As presented in Figure 1.3, one likely
reason is the growing disenchantment of an increasing number of entrepreneurs with what we
will refer to as the “Gordon Gekko School of Management.” Gordon Gekko was a somewhat
unsavory investment banker, played by actor Michael Douglas in the film Wall Street (1987), who
had an important role in corrupting a young investment banker played by Charlie Sheen. One of
Gordon’s more memorable quotes in that movie was “greed, for lack of a better word, is good,”
and his lavish lifestyle and disregard for others reinforced that principle. In contrast, many of
today’s social entrepreneurs are more focused on what has been called the “triple bottom line,”
which includes not only profits, but also people and the planet. They believe in sharing the
benefits of their personal success by giving back to others. Many of you share this belief and
demonstrate it through your actions when you donate time, money, or talent to worthy causes
such as Habitat for Humanity, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, or local soup kitchens. Increasingly,
successful entrepreneurs are feeling that it is not enough to be personally successful. They feel
the need to go the extra mile in order to help others succeed. Interestingly enough, a sequel to
Wall Street titled Wall Street Never Sleeps was released in 2010, featuring Michael Douglas
again as a somewhat rehabilitated Gorden Gekko and Shia LaBeouf as his daughter’s fiancé.
Together they develop a plan to take down yet another villainous investment banker played by
Josh Brolin.A second factor driving social entrepreneurship is the growing realization that no
government, no matter how large or how encompassing, can address all needs. In light of this,
social entrepreneurs often seek to address the gaps where needs are unmet or not fully met. As
an example, in the United States, government at the federal, state, and local levels is heavily
involved in issues such as health, nutrition, education, the environment, and safety.
Nevertheless, there are gaps in these services that create opportunities for social entrepreneurs.
One such social venture is My Sister’s Place, a transitional living facility for women and children
in Hartford, Connecticut. Established in 1982, My Sister’s Place is “a safe haven for those who
are suddenly forced into the streets due to domestic violence, eviction, unemployment or mental
illness” (). Both paid and volunteer staff work with clients, primarily women, to develop life and
job skills that will allow them to move into safer, more permanent housing. In doing so, the staff
also make it possible for these women to remain with or be reunited with their children rather
than placing them in other state-funded programs. In this sense, social ventures do not seek to
duplicate the services provided by government agencies but rather to supplement them. Many
suggest that they do so more efficiently and at lower cost, partially due to their reliance on
volunteer rather than paid labor. This less costly form of service delivery is one of the ways in
which social ventures create economic value for their constituents as well as for taxpayers.A
third contributor to the rapid growth of social entrepreneurship is the lingering effects of a
worldwide “Great Recession” and the slow period of recovery that has followed it. During the
Great Recession, which lasted from December 2007 to June 2009 (U.S. Business Cycle
Expansions and Contractions, 2014), 8 million people lost their jobs in the United States. As we
write this book, almost four years after the end of the recession, only half of those individuals



have found new employment. Since 2008, thousands of families have lost homes, savings, self-
respect, and often, hope. European nations have also suffered through their own financial crises,
some more than others. The situation in Greece has been particularly dire, and today, over 25
percent of the working-age population is unemployed in that country. In the face of these
financial crises and looming government deficits, many countries, including the United States,
have responded with a policy of “austerity.” This has led to dramatic cuts in government
programs targeting such areas as education, health, and even safety. Thus, we find ourselves in
an environment where the talents of enterprising social entrepreneurs are needed more than
ever. Finally, poor and developing nations are home to millions of the world’s most needy.
Studies suggest that the effects of the global recession were even greater on these countries
than on the developing nations where the recession began (International Monetary Fund, 2009a;
ibid., 2009b).A final factor contributing to the rise of social entrepreneurship is the recognition
that business principles and practices can be harnessed to address social as well as
commercial needs. Disciplines such as accounting, finance, marketing, management, and
operations are part of the social entrepreneur’s “tool kit,” assembled to help launch, develop, and
grow the venture. We have recognized that social ventures, like commercial ones, benefit from
having a mission, goals, systems and controls, and measurable outcomes. This realization, in
turn, has led to a more systematic approach to the management of social ventures. In other
words, a good heart and good intentions may help you get started on the path of social
entrepreneurship, but to finish the race and to have a sustained impact, you must also create a
structure and system for managing your venture. This book provides examples of ways in which
successful social entrepreneurs have achieved this goal.A Global Perspective and the Role of
ContextThe term context refers to the larger environment in which an entrepreneurial venture
operates, and a basic premise throughout this book is that context matters. The larger
environment shapes the types of social ventures that are established as well as the strategies
they employ. From a global perspective, the implication is that social ventures may take very
different forms in developed versus developing countries.A common belief is that the lack of
entrepreneurship is a primary source of poverty in developing countries. According to data
compiled by the United Nations and studies conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), however, proportionately more individuals are engaged in
entrepreneurial activities in developing countries. In fact, most developing countries are teeming
with entrepreneurs, including thousands of individuals selling just about every product and
service you can imagine on the streets.The type of social venture is also differentiated by
context. Entrepreneurs in developing countries seek to eradicate poverty, hunger, and lack of
essential services such as healthcare, education, clean water, housing, and basic safety.
Entrepreneurs in these countries launch social ventures to assist their own communities by
empowering their fellow citizens, helping them to achieve independence, and breaking the cycle
of poverty. Thus, in developing economies, social entrepreneurs often address large gaps in the
provision of life-sustaining services. In doing so, these entrepreneurs often become role models



and leaders within their communities, their countries, or the world at large. Grameen Bank
founder Professor Mohammed Yunus is a powerful example of this. Yunus revolutionized lending
and finance in his native Bangladesh by developing the concept of microcredit or the provision
of small loans to entrepreneurs who are too poor to qualify for traditional bank loans. His
achievements and impact have been recognized both within his own country and internationally.
In 2006, Yunus, who was also an Ashoka Fellow, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his
work, which has served as a global model for combating poverty and empowering small
entrepreneurs ().In contrast, social entrepreneurship in developed economies often emerges,
not through personal experience with an unmet social need, but rather through knowledge,
awareness, and information coupled with the drive to “do good” and make the world a better
place. Like the social entrepreneurs in developing economies, social entrepreneurs in developed
economies target unmet social needs. Although some of these needs may be gaps in life-
sustaining services, these entrepreneurs are equally likely to target gaps that are life-enhancing.
In other words, the products and services they provide are not necessary for day-to-day survival,
but they do provide opportunities for individuals to improve their lot and live a better life. In this
sense, social entrepreneurs in developed economies can supplement the services that are
already in place and provided by government, business, and civic organizations. Habitat for
Humanity is an example of a social venture that originated in the United States but has rapidly
spread throughout the world. Habitat mobilizes donors and volunteers to build and repair homes
for individuals and families who would otherwise not be able to afford them (). Currently, Habitat
has over 1,500 local affiliates in the United States and has worked with organizations around the
world to build or repair over 600,000 houses.In other instances, social entrepreneurs cross
contextual boundaries by providing services in developing economies that are supported by the
sale of goods and services in developed economies. This is an increasingly popular economic
model for social entrepreneurship because it provides a pathway to sustainability. TOMS Shoes
founder Blake Mycoskie settled upon this model when he launched his social venture (). TOMS
produces and sells shoes that are priced at a level that allows the firm to give a second pair of
shoes to a child in a developing country. As the TOMS website notes:Shoes help protect
children’s feet from cuts, infections and diseases. When children are healthy, they can attend
school, fight minor illnesses and grow up to reach their full potential.TOMS sells its shoes in
developed economies such as the United States, in a broad range of retail outlets. Revenues
from these sales has allowed TOMS to distribute free shoes and other types of footwear to
children in over 60 countries.Organization of This BookThis book will examine social ventures at
different stages of their life cycles. The life-cycle model contends that firms, or in this case, social
ventures, move through various stages from the initial idea to launch, development, growth, and
maturity. Each of these stages presents the entrepreneur with a different set of opportunities and
challenges. In turn, the entrepreneur’s ability to secure needed resources, develop, and adapt
strategy will determine whether or not the organization survives and grows or becomes one of
the many casualties of good intentions combined with failed implementation. As we move



through this book together, we will learn about the different stages in the life cycle as well as the
opportunities and challenges faced by the social entrepreneur at each stage.Each of the
chapters in this book will also address a key aspect of developing, launching, and growing a
social venture. Such aspects include opportunity recognition, acquiring resources, financing the
venture, and human-capital requirements in the form of education, training, and experience. We
will also talk about how successful social entrepreneurs adapt to changes in their environment,
as well as the ways in which they measure performance and success. Our goal is to help you
gain a thorough understanding of the characteristics of social entrepreneurship and the key
drivers of success in both developed and developing economies. This knowledge should
increase your appreciation for the fact that social entrepreneurship can take many forms,
depending on the context in which the entrepreneur operates and his or her motivations and
goals for the social venture.Chapter QuestionsWhat are some of the key elements to be
included in a definition of social entrepreneurship?What does the term “social value” mean?How
does social value differ from “economic value”?Why is it important for a social venture to develop
“sustainable” solutions?How does social entrepreneurship differ from volunteerism? Is one more
important than the other? Explain.What is the difference between a not-for-profit and a for-profit
social venture?Why is social entrepreneurship so important today? What events have occurred
since 2008 to create unmet social needs?Provide some examples of unmet social needs. What
are some of the ways in which a social entrepreneur might address each of these?What does
the term “context” mean? How does context affect the types of social ventures that are
established in a particular community?Whether you realize it or not, you have already dealt with
a number of social ventures. Think about some of the products or services you have bought or
some of the organizations you or your parents have donated time or money to. Describe some of
these social ventures. What unmet social needs do they serve?Case StudyKaBOOM!KaBOOM!
is a nonprofit social venture “dedicated to saving play for America’s children” (). Social
entrepreneur Darell Hammond founded KaBOOM! in 1995 after reading a news article about
two children who suffocated while playing in an abandoned car because they did not have
anywhere safe to play. The organization’s mission is to:create great playspaces through the
participation and leadership of communities. Ultimately, we envision a place to play within
walking distance of every child in America.According to Hammond, American children suffer
from a “play deficit.” He contends that this generation plays less than any previous generation,
thus leading to physical, intellectual, social, and emotional problems, including the
following:Childhood obesityAttention deficit/hyperactivity, anxiety, and depressionViolence and
other behavioral problemsStunted social, cognitive, and creative developmentHammond further
contends that the lack of healthy play spaces contributes to less green space in cities and
community fragmentation because residents do not have places for shared recreation. Children
in poor communities are particularly vulnerable because they do not have the public or private
resources needed for playgrounds.Hammond used a twofold strategy to attack this problem.
First, he works with organizations embedded in their communities that can help plan and



ultimately manage and maintain the playgrounds. KaBOOM! provides training to these
organizations on how to plan and develop a large project, how to mobilize community
volunteers, and how to raise funds. These skills empower local organizations and give them the
confidence to mobilize around other needs in the community.Second, KaBOOM! develops team-
building activities for corporate volunteers who work with the community partner to build the
playground. Corporate partners provide financial support in the form of fees for team-building
experiences and donations. The entire process culminates in a Build Day, which brings together
both community and corporate volunteers to share the sense of accomplishment that comes
with completing a playground project. The success of this initiative often results in an increased
level of commitment to and support for that community on the part of participating corporations
and employees. This unique combination of both community and corporate involvement has
enabled KaBOOM! to build “kid-inspired” play spaces in communities across all 50 states. Since
its founding, over 2,200 playgrounds serving almost 6 million children have been built.Case
QuestionsWhat unmet social need does KaBOOM! target?How does KaBOOM! create social
value?Has KaBOOM! served as an agent of change in the communities it serves? Explain.What
steps has KaBOOM! taken to ensure sustainability?A Call to ActionSocial entrepreneurs, like
commercial entrepreneurs, often launch their ventures because they have a passion. In the case
of social entrepreneurs, that passion is directed toward a particular social cause or unmet need.
As you think about your own attitudes toward various social causes and needs, what is your
passion? As an example, First Lady Michelle Obama has expressed a passion for healthy eating
and exercise, particularly for children and teens, to help combat the growing problem of
childhood obesity in the United States. How has she expressed this passion, and what type of
impact has she had? In considering your own passion for a particular social need, how might
you take action to address that need, or what actions have you already taken? Possible actions
you might take:Volunteer with a community-based organization that addresses the unmet social
need.Work with campus-based organizations or clubs to address the need.Organize an event or
fundraiser.Participate in a service-learning project.Participate in an Alternative Spring Break
project.Create your own organization to address the unmet social need.Use social media to
create a community of individuals who share your passion.Work the WebIn “A Call to Action” you
identified a social cause or unmet social need that you are passionate about. Use the web to
identify social ventures that target that need. How many did you find? Pick one such social
venture and describe its characteristics. What is its history? What is its mission? Whom does it
serve? How does it create social value? What organizational model does it use? Is your social
venture local, national, or international in scope? How does your social venture serve as an
agent of change? What strategies has your venture used to achieve sustainability? Remember
that by sustainability we are referring to the ability of the venture to last over a period of
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EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able toidentify and discuss
major theoretical models that apply to social entrepreneurshipdistinguish between major
organizational models used by social venturesdiscuss the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the different organizational modelsprovide examples of other social ventures
that employ the organizational models covered in this chapterdiscuss different ways in which
these social ventures deliver social valueThe Role of Theoretical Models in Understanding
Social EntrepreneurshipIn Chapter 1, we presented the definition of social entrepreneurship that
we will use throughout this book. We emphasized the importance of creating social value by
addressing an unmet social need such as poverty, hunger, education, the environment, or social
justice. Most definitions of social entrepreneurship include the creation of social value as a key
element. Many social ventures also create some type of economic value as well, as a means of
achieving sustainability. In this sense, social and economic value are not necessarily mutually
exclusive but rather are parts of a continuum (Austin et al., 2006). As we will see, some
organizations place more emphasis on the creation of social value, others on the creation of
economic value, and a growing number of organizations are striving to achieve a balance
between the two. These “hybrid” organizations create the type of “shared value” that we
discussed in Chapter 1.In this chapter, we will discuss some of the theoretical models that help
explain social entrepreneurship while also providing a framework for understanding how and



why it works. As you will see, these theoretical models often complement each other. By
considering all of them together, we are able to gain a broader and fuller understanding of our
topic. We will also present different organizational models for social entrepreneurship ranging
from nonprofit to for-profit commercial enterprises, as well as hybrid forms. Each of these
models has been used to help countless social entrepreneurs achieve their goals. The selection
of a particular model depends on the goals of the entrepreneur and the context or environment
in which he or she operates. Finally, we will conclude our chapter with a discussion of delivery-
system models for creating social value. We will see that organizations can create and deliver
social value through the products and services they produce, the means by which they produce
them, or the ways in which they distribute profits from the sale of those goods and
services.Theoretical Foundations for Social EntrepreneurshipAlthough the phenomenon of
social entrepreneurship is not new, social entrepreneurship theory is relatively new and is still
developing. Nevertheless, social entrepreneurship theory is grounded in some of the major
theories that have emerged through our study of entrepreneurship as a whole. In this section, we
will briefly discuss and provide examples of some of the major entrepreneurship theories, which
also serve as a foundation for our study of social entrepreneurship.The Theory of CognitionTwo
important and related theories that apply to social entrepreneurship are the theory of cognition
and effectuation theory. The theory of cognition examines how individuals access and process
information (Mitchell et al., 2002). From the standpoint of social entrepreneurship, we would
anticipate that the entrepreneur’s actions are shaped by the types of information he or she has
access to and how he or she processes and reacts to that information. For example, someone
who learns about the problem of hunger may be motivated to take action toward alleviating that
problem. In the case of KaBOOM! presented in Chapter 1, social entrepreneur Darell Hammond
was motivated by the lack of safe and available playspaces for children in poor neighborhoods.
The theory of cognition stresses the importance of the social entrepreneur’s environment and
the ways in which he or she interprets it (Eggers & Kaplan, 2013). That, in turn, shapes the way
in which the entrepreneur’s organization responds to the unmet social need.Effectuation
TheoryRelated to the theory of cognition is effectuation theory (Sarasvathy 2001, 2004), which
contends that individuals operate under conditions of environmental uncertainty. In the face of
this uncertainty, they respond by selecting a course of action from a range of possible
alternatives. Effectuation theory is particularly relevant for our study of social entrepreneurship
because, like the theory of cognition, it emphasizes the impact of environment or context on the
entrepreneur. This is one of the themes that we introduced in the first chapter and will continue
to develop as we move through this book. As we will see, all social entrepreneurs face some
degree of uncertainty. The nature of these uncertainties varies and depends on where the
entrepreneur is and the type of environment in which he or she is operating. Uncertainties in a
developed economy may include things such as the state of the economy, the impact of cultural
trends, laws and regulations, and taxation. Conversely, in a developing economy, uncertainties
could also include things like civil wars, political coups, famine and starvation, epidemics,



censorship, and human rights violations. Each of these will shape the way in which social
entrepreneurs perceive their environment as well as the choices they make in developing,
launching, and growing their social ventures.Effectuation Theory in Practice: The Embrace Baby
WarmerThe four entrepreneurs who founded Embrace (), a social venture that developed a low-
cost baby warmer for use in developing countries, provide us with an example of effectuation
theory in action. Jane Chen, Linus Liang, Naganand Murty, and Rahul Panicker were all students
enrolled in the Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme Affordability Program at Stanford University
when they conceived the idea for their Embrace baby warmer. An estimated 20 million
premature or low-birth-weight babies are born annually, and approximately 4 million of them,
typically in developing nations, die, many due to hypothermia. As soon as a baby is born and
leaves the mother’s womb, its body temperature starts to drop. Premature and low-birth-weight
babies do not have enough body fat to maintain a healthy body temperature, so they are
particularly vulnerable. Initially the four entrepreneurs, who were all students at Stanford
University, developed a smaller and more affordable version of the traditional type of incubator
that is used in hospitals. They recognized, however, that many of the babies they wanted to
target with their product were born in rural communities that did not have ready access to either
hospitals or a reliable source of electricity to power a traditional incubator. In response to the
environmental uncertainty, the four entrepreneurs developed a revolutionary technology to solve
this unmet social need. The resulting Embrace baby warmer consists of a small sleeping bag
with an interior pouch that holds a heating pad. That pad contains a specialized wax-like
material that melts at 37 degrees Celsius (body temperature) and remains at that temperature
for four to six hours. Mothers can “activate” the baby warmer by heating the pouch for about 25
minutes using either an electric or hot-water heater. Thus, this product does not rely on a steady
source of electricity. Embrace is also highly portable and sells for a fraction of the cost of
traditional incubators ($200 vs. $20,000).Embrace works with local nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) to distribute the baby warmers to hospitals and community healthcare
clinics. These organizations, in turn, identify the mothers who need a baby warmer to keep their
newborn healthy. The Embrace story provides us with an excellent example of both the theory of
cognition and effectuation theory. The founding entrepreneurs learned about the problem of
infant mortality due to hypothermia in developing countries (cognition). They also revised and
revolutionized their design to accommodate the environmental uncertainties found in rural
communities (effectuation). In creating the Embrace baby warmer, these entrepreneurs have
served as “agents of change” in the design and delivery of healthcare for mothers and their
babies in developing economies.The Resource-Based ViewA third important theory is the
resource-based view (RBV), which is grounded in the premise that each firm represents an
amalgam of tangible and intangible resources (Barney, 1991). Tangible resources can include
financial capital and other endowments, plant and equipment, and people. Intangible resources
can include human capital in the form of education and experience, and social capital in the form
of contacts and networks. Within the context of social entrepreneurship, the RBV recognizes that



entrepreneurs do not necessarily have all of the resources they need to launch their venture and
make it succeed. Alternatively, social entrepreneurs typically draw upon both internal and
external resources and capabilities. Using our example of the Embrace baby warmer, internal
resources included things like the time, energy, and talent of the four founding entrepreneurs.
External resources include things like financial support from donors and major corporations and
a network of nongovernmental agencies to aid in distribution. In the case of Second Life Bikes,
described below, these resources could include volunteer labor, space, and financial capital.
Second Life Bikes also illustrates the importance of intangible assets such as the sense of
community, ownership, and pride that comes with repairing and recycling used
bikes.BricolageThe theory of bricolage is closely related to the RBV in that it also describes how
entrepreneurs acquire the resources that they need to succeed. Bricolage as a term was first
introduced by anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (Levi-Strauss 1967) to explain the process of
recombining available resources to achieve new ways of solving problems or exploiting
opportunities. More recently, bricolage has been identified as a strategy that may be particularly
appropriate for resource-constrained organizations (Baker, 2007). According to Baker and
Nelson (2005), bricolage has three primary characteristics. First, it incorporates a bias toward
action in addressing the problem or opportunity at hand. Second, bricolage frequently involves
finding value in inputs that other businesses view as worthless. Third, bricolage involves the
combination of resources to achieve a new purpose.The theory of bricolage is particularly
appropriate for our study of social entrepreneurship because social entrepreneurs often tackle
issues or problems representing society’s unmet needs. These include areas such as education,
health, hunger, human rights and social justice, and the environment. These important needs
often “fall through the cracks,” particularly for some segments of the population. In light of this,
the social entrepreneur’s task is to find new and creative ways of addressing them. Social
ventures are also frequently associated with resource-poor environments such as poor
communities and developing economies. Thus, the social entrepreneur needs to be proactive in
finding and utilizing resources that can be leveraged to create social value (Di Domenico et al.,
2010). In addition to the RBV, Second Life Bikes provides us with an example of bricolage in
action.Bricolage in Action: Second Life BikesSecond Life Bikes () has a mission to get more
people, especially kids, on bikes, more often. Founded by social entrepreneur Kerri Martin and
located in Asbury Park, New Jersey, Second Life Bikes has become a community hub where
people can donate used bikes; learn bicycle repair, maintenance, and safety; and acquire a
refurbished bike after a certain number of volunteer hours. The organization’s social goal is to
provide bikes, and therefore exercise, to urban children who would not otherwise be able to
afford one. These children also gain a sense of purpose and self-respect from “earning” their
bike through volunteering and working on bikes in the shop.Second Life Bikes relies heavily on
resources from within the community, including volunteer labor and donations in the form of
time, money, and used bicycles. As a growing number of individuals learn about the organization
and its mission, Second Life Bikes has also been able to generate financial resources by selling



used bikes after they have been refurbished. Second Life Bikes is an excellent example of social
bricolage in that its founders make use of available resources in the community; specifically,
used bicycles and parts that would otherwise be thrown away. These used bicycles “achieve a
new purpose” by providing children with a safe environment, skills, and a sense of
purpose.Organizational Models for Social EntrepreneurshipIn this section we will describe the
three major organizational forms adopted by social ventures. These are the not-for-profit, for-
profit, and hybrid models. Although we often associate social ventures with nonprofit entities,
organizations are increasingly turning to the for-profit and hybrid forms, for reasons that we will
delineate below. Another point to bear in mind is that often these organizational models are not
discrete forms but rather stages along a continuum that ranges from “pure” nonprofits to “pure”
for-profits, or commercial, entities. As we will see in our case studies and examples, an
organization can fall anywhere along that continuum.The Not-for-Profit ModelThe traditional
organizational model for a social venture is organized as a not-for-profit entity. Unlike commercial
ventures, nonprofits do not distribute earnings (revenues minus expenses) to shareholders.
Instead, they use surplus funds to serve their various constituencies. There are a number of
benefits associated with being organized as a nonprofit. One benefit is that nonprofits are
typically exempt from many local, state, and federal taxes, thereby allowing them to devote a
larger share of their income to providing services. A second benefit typically associated with the
nonprofit model is that charitable contributions enjoy favorable tax treatment, thereby serving as
an encouragement to potential donors. A third and very important benefit is that it may be easier
for a nonprofit venture to remain “true” to its social mission because there is no pressure from
shareholders to maintain stock prices or maximize earnings in the short term.Most nonprofit
social ventures in the United States are organized as 501(c)(3) organizations. This designation
refers to a section of the Internal Revenue Code and applies to organizations that do not
distribute earnings to any private owner or individual (). Instead, 501(c)(3) organizations, also
referred to as “charitable organizations,” channel earnings into serving their various
constituencies. Organizations fitting this definition are not required to pay taxes on their earnings.
They are also eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, a major source of revenue for
many nonprofit social ventures.Nonprofits in CanadaIn Canada the nonprofit sector includes
three types of organizations: registered charities, foundations, and nonprofit organizations
(Carter & Cooper, 2009). Charities run programs that meet the criteria described by the
Canadian Revenue Agency’s Charities Directorate, which regulates charities. As in the United
States, individuals and groups who donate to charities are eligible for tax benefits. Foundations
are one type of registered charity that exists primarily for the distribution of funds. Nonprofit
organizations are clubs, organizations, or associations that are not charities but are organized
and operated for the purpose of social welfare and civic improvement. Like charities, they enjoy
tax benefits. Nonprofit corporations are “hybrids” incorporated as a legal entity separate from
members and directors. These firms can earn profits, but those profits must be directed toward
fulfilling the firm’s mission rather than being distributed to shareholders, members, and directors



().Case StudyNot-for-Profit Model: Habitat for HumanityHabitat for Humanity () is an example of
a nonprofit social venture. According to its mission statement:Habitat for Humanity believes that
every man, woman and child should have a decent, safe and affordable place to live. We build
and repair houses all over the world using volunteer labor and donations. Our partner families
purchase these houses through no-profit, no-interest mortgage loans or innovative financing
methods.Habitat pursues this mission by using volunteers to rehabilitate homes in low-income
or poverty-stricken communities worldwide. These homes are then sold at an affordable price to
families who would not otherwise be able to buy them. Funding for Habitat’s activities comes
from grants and donations from both individuals and major corporations. Since its launch in
1976, Habitat for Humanity has helped to provide housing for over 600,000 families.Despite
these fairly considerable advantages, there are several disadvantages of the nonprofit form. One
is the fact that many of the constituencies served by nonprofits cannot actually afford to pay for
the services they receive. Thus, the organization cannot rely on revenues from “customers” as a
stable source of income. In contrast, many nonprofits spend an inordinate amount of time trying
to raise funds from a variety of alternative sources. Thus, many of them are chronically resource-
constrained, making it difficult for them to make a significant impact or scale their operation.
Second, these resource constraints also make it difficult to hire and retain skilled managers
because salaries and other benefits in the nonprofit sector are typically lower than they are in the
for-profit sector. Resource constraints also lead to heavy reliance on work done by volunteers
who may work intermittently rather than consistently on any given task, thereby making it more
difficult to achieve measurable results.The For-Profit ModelSome older definitions of social
entrepreneurship focus heavily on the nonprofit organizational form. In recent years, however,
this has changed: a growing number of newer social ventures are organized as for-profit or
hybrid entities. A for-profit venture provides an economic return to shareholders who are the
owners of the firm. In a publicly held company, those economic returns come in the form of
dividends and capital gains. In a privately held company, economic returns come in the form of
distributions to shareholders who might include the entrepreneur, members of his or her family,
key employees, and investors.To a certain extent, the for-profit form of organization “corrects” for
some of the disadvantages associated with a nonprofit venture. If the organization is a publicly
held company, it has access to a broad range of financing sources, including bank loans and
publicly issued debt and equity, in addition to donations, grants, and the sale of products and
services. For-profit ventures also, by their very nature, place an emphasis on generating a profit.
This forces them to ensure that revenues exceed expenses. Both of these factors increase the
amount of capital available to fund operation activities and investments. Thus, for-profit entities
are in a better position to pay market rates for talented managers and employees. Unlike
nonprofits, they are less likely to operate at a loss or to be heavily reliant on volunteers for
managing day-to-day operations.Case StudyFor-Profit Model: HINTHINT Water () is an example
of a for-profit social venture. HINT was founded in San Francisco by Kara Golden as a means of
fighting the growing epidemic of childhood obesity in the United States and providing an



alternative to sugared drinks and sodas. HINT produces and sells naturally flavored bottled
water and urges its customers to “Drink Water, Not Sugar.” It is sold nationally in a variety of
retail, grocery, and natural food chains, including and Whole Foods. In 2012, HINT’s revenues
exceeded $30 million.One of the challenges of operating a for-profit venture is the challenge of
achieving the right balance between social and economic goals. Some researchers suggest that
pressure to produce profits and returns for shareholders can lead for-profit entities to stray from
their social mission. They note that the goals of the social entrepreneurs and those of
shareholders and investors may be so far apart as to make it difficult to balance the two.
Nevertheless, the for-profit model can be very effective in addressing one of the major
challenges faced by social ventures—generating and raising sufficient funds to survive and
grow.For-Profit Organizational FormsFor-profits take on one of three major organizational forms:
sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2014, pp. 5–9). A sole
proprietorship consists of one individual who goes into business for him- or herself. There may
be additional employees, but there is one sole owner, the originating entrepreneur. Sole
proprietorships tend to be very small and typically operate at a local level. Major advantages
include ease of entry and limited reporting requirements. From a tax perspective, sole
proprietorships also have an advantage in that the entrepreneur does not have to file separate
tax forms for his or her personal earnings and company earnings. For this type of organization,
both personal and company earnings are reported on the entrepreneur’s personal income tax
form and are subject to personal income tax.The second organizational form, a partnership,
occurs when two or more individuals establish a firm. A partnership offers many of the same
advantages as a sole proprietorship. In addition, a partnership has the advantage of being able
to raise larger amounts of capital since it can draw upon the financial resources of more than
one owner. However, a disadvantage for both partnerships and sole proprietorships is the
problem of unlimited liability. This means that the firm and the owners can be sued; there is no
“boundary” between the two. Nevertheless, firm owners have found several ways to manage the
challenge of unlimited liability. One way is through the purchase of liability insurance, a common
practice. For partnerships, there is also the “limited” form. Limited partners contribute capital, but
in the event of a lawsuit or failure of the firm, they are only liable for the amount of capital they
have already put in. Hence, their potential for loss is “limited.”Creating the Social VentureSocial
entrepreneurship is a growing area, and we frequently hear of new ventures committed to social
change. In academia, however, social entrepreneurship has typically been taught as a ‘version’
of entrepreneurship, ignoring the unique structure, challenges and goals of the social venture.In
their new book, Coleman and Kariv draw on the latest theory and research to provide
boundaries to the definition of social entrepreneurship, discussing both what it is, and what it is
not. The book answers several key questions:Who are social entrepreneurs?What is the process
for identifying and solving a social need?What are the differences between for-profit and not-for-
profit social ventures?What is the role of innovation?How do we develop high performing firms?
How do we measure success?The focus on context allows students to appreciate how social



entrepreneurship develops and operates in different countries and cultures, lending a global
perspective to the book. Combined with rich pedagogy and a companion website, it provides
students with all the learning tools they need to grasp this important subject.Susan Coleman is
professor of finance at the University of Hartford, USA. She teaches entrepreneurial finance,
corporate finance, and international business.Dafna Kariv is a senior lecturer, researcher, and
director of the TempusBiz project and “Young Entrepreneurs” at the College of Management
Academic Studies, Israel. She is also a member of the Chair of Entrepreneurship at HEC
Montréal, Canada.Creating the Social VentureSocial entrepreneurship is a growing area, and we
frequently hear of new ventures committed to social change. In academia, however, social
entrepreneurship has typically been taught as a ‘version’ of entrepreneurship, ignoring the
unique structure, challenges and goals of the social venture.In their new book, Coleman and
Kariv draw on the latest theory and research to provide boundaries to the definition of social
entrepreneurship, discussing both what it is, and what it is not. The book answers several key
questions:Who are social entrepreneurs?What is the process for identifying and solving a social
need?What are the differences between for-profit and not-for-profit social ventures?What is the
role of innovation?How do we develop high performing firms?How do we measure success?The
focus on context allows students to appreciate how social entrepreneurship develops and
operates in different countries and cultures, lending a global perspective to the book. Combined
with rich pedagogy and a companion website, it provides students with all the learning tools they
need to grasp this important subject.Susan Coleman is professor of finance at the University of
Hartford, USA. She teaches entrepreneurial finance, corporate finance, and international
business.Dafna Kariv is a senior lecturer, researcher, and director of the TempusBiz project and
“Young Entrepreneurs” at the College of Management Academic Studies, Israel. She is also a
member of the Chair of Entrepreneurship at HEC Montréal, Canada.Creating the Social
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EntrepreneurshipIndexPrefaceAlthough social entrepreneurship as a practice has been around
for many years, it is relatively new as a field of academic study. In recent years, however, a
number of factors have conspired to bring not only the practice but the teaching and learning of
social entrepreneurship to the forefront. First and foremost, the globalization of our economy has
made individuals residing in one country increasingly aware of the needs and well-being of
those in others. Thus, those of us who reside in developed economies such as the United
States, Israel, and countries that compose the Euro Zone, for example, are much more aware of
unmet social needs in their own countries as well as unmet needs of those living in countries
that are still developing. Second, innovation has increased our options for addressing unmet
social needs on a larger scale and often at a lower cost. In particular, new technologies have
increased our ability to address diverse social needs in the areas of health, poverty, hunger,
education, social justice, and environmental preservation at local, state, national, and even at
multinational or global levels. Third, there has been a growing disenchantment, particularly
among high school and college-aged students, with the corporate mentality of winning at any
cost. Increasingly, today’s students are drawn to the example of social entrepreneurs who are
able to integrate both economic and social goals, or “doing well by doing good.”This book is full
of mini-cases illustrating ways in which social entrepreneurs have combined practices typically
associated with commercial business with the social purpose typically associated with charities
and nonprofit organizations. Thus, the continued evolution of social entrepreneurship is a story
of breaking down walls. As we will show, globalization and innovation have served to break down
walls of time, distance, and understanding between people living in vastly different geographic
regions. Similarly, the blending of social and economic value creation has broken down the wall
between commercial ventures and those that address social needs.In terms of the book’s flow,
Creating the Social Venture is developed around four major themes. The first of these is titled
“What Is Social Entrepreneurship?,” which encompasses the material included in Chapters 1
through 3. Chapter 1 focuses on defining social entrepreneurship and exploring the difference
between social and economic value creation. It also discusses the importance of social
entrepreneurship in today’s environment and recognizes the role and importance of context in
shaping social ventures. Chapter 2 discusses major theories from the broader field of
entrepreneurship that can help us understand the still-emerging field of social entrepreneurship.
It reviews the major organizational models used by social ventures, including the nonprofit
model, the for-profit model, and hybrid models. Chapter 3 focuses on the social entrepreneur,
describing unique characteristics, as well as the motivations and aspirations that trigger social
entrepreneurship. Chapter 3 also discusses the importance of the social entrepreneur’s vision
and its role in guiding the launch and development of social ventures.The second section of the
book, which includes Chapters 4 through 6, is titled “Key Elements of Social Entrepreneurship.”
Chapter 4 explores the ways in which social entrepreneurs create value and use their vision for
social value creation to garner support from other stakeholders, such as service recipients,
donors, volunteers, employees, and the like. Chapter 5 focuses on a key theme of this book, the



role of context and culture in shaping social ventures. This chapter helps us gain an
understanding of how and why ventures addressing very different types of needs are launched
and developed in different communities. As noted above, innovation has served as a key factor
in the emergence of social entrepreneurship as a field. Consistent with this, we explore the role
and significance of innovation within the context of social entrepreneurship in Chapter 6.
Throughout Creating the Social Venture we provide examples of innovative approaches to
creating social value through the development of new products, services, delivery systems, and
technologies.Our third section is titled “Process and Management in Social Ventures” and
includes Chapters 7 through 10. Chapter 7 includes a discussion and comparison of different
models for the entrepreneurial process. It goes on to identify and discuss four major components
that can be used to describe the social entrepreneurial process and provides examples of how
each plays a role in the launch and development of social ventures. Chapter 8 is designed to
unveil the dynamics of founding teams in social ventures. Although we often have an image of
the lone entrepreneur battling it out against the forces of the universe, in fact, many social
ventures are founded by teams of individuals or groups. Chapter 8 describes some of the
challenges faced by social venture founding teams, as well as strategies that can help them
overcome these challenges and gain support from key stakeholders. Chapter 9 focuses on
strategies, practices, and approaches for managing new social ventures. It addresses the
challenge of managing stakeholder groups who have different needs, expectations, and
interests and explores avenues for meeting these often competing needs while still adhering to
the venture’s core values and mission. Section 3 concludes with Chapter 10, titled “Financing
Nonprofit and For-Profit Social Ventures.” As its title implies, Chapter 10 highlights the
importance of financing strategies and their link to sustaining and scaling social ventures. It also
describes major financing strategies for both nonprofit and for-profit social ventures, as well as
the challenges associated with financing each. Chapter 10 concludes with a discussion of the
ways in which these challenges have led to the creation of “hybrid” social ventures and other
innovative approaches.The final section of Creating the Social Venture, which includes Chapters
11 through 13, is called “Creating a Sustainable Change.” This final section ties together material
and themes from earlier chapters and focuses on the ways in which social entrepreneurs can
scale their ventures and create sustainable social change. Chapter 11 focuses on the important
link between measurement and the creation of sustainable social value. It explores some of the
current methods for measuring social value creation and social impact, as well as newer
methods, such as the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) that are still evolving.
Chapter 12 explores strategies for scaling social ventures as a means for achieving greater
impact and provides examples of how these can be applied to real-world social ventures. Finally,
Chapter 13 integrates themes from the preceding chapters to explore the ways in which social
ventures achieve a lasting impact. Chapter 13 incorporates a discussion of “best practices” that
have contributed to the success of social ventures and concludes with examples of ways in
which these ventures have served as “agents of change” in both developed and developing



economies.In addition to its chapter content, Creating the Social Venture provides a number of
tools to help guide and enhance student learning. Each chapter begins with a “Road Map”
describing topics covered in the chapter, as well as theoretical models to be presented and an
“Action Plan.” In addition, each chapter provides “Objectives” describing what the student will
have learned after her or she completes the chapter. Real-world examples and mini-cases are
an important part of Creating the Social Venture, because they illustrate the ways in which social
entrepreneurs create enduring social value. Each chapter includes numerous examples of social
entrepreneurship in action as well as mini-cases that can be used for classroom discussion.
“Chapter Questions” at the end of each chapter test and expand upon student learning by
requiring students to integrate and apply material and concepts introduced in the chapter.
Similarly, each chapter concludes with a substantive case study with accompanying questions.
Finally, students are provided with a “Call to Action” designed to help them identify and pursue
their own passions for addressing unmet social needs. These activities take students beyond the
textbook and the classroom and into the community where they too can become “agents of
change.”Creating the Social Venture has been an exciting project for us, your two authors, who,
on the surface, could not be more different. Although we are both college professors, one of us
teaches finance while the other teaches management; an unusual pairing to say the least! As if
that were not enough, one of us is an American, while the other hails from Israel, so we are also
blending two different languages, cultures, and life styles. Since we have already mentioned
technology, one of us is highly proficient in new technologies, while the other feels that she is
constantly trying to stay one step ahead of her students. What has united us in this project,
however, is not just our shared friendship but our passion for teaching entrepreneurship in ways
that will nurture the aspirations and hopes of our students, many of whom will either launch their
own entrepreneurial ventures at some point in the future or be associated with an
entrepreneurial venture in some way. Creating the Social Venture has provided us with an
opportunity to share with you, our students, the “story” of social entrepreneurship, which
continues to evolve even as we put the finishing touches on this book. We have to say, it has
been a grand ride, and we are thrilled to have this opportunity to take that ride with you!
PrefaceAlthough social entrepreneurship as a practice has been around for many years, it is
relatively new as a field of academic study. In recent years, however, a number of factors have
conspired to bring not only the practice but the teaching and learning of social entrepreneurship
to the forefront. First and foremost, the globalization of our economy has made individuals
residing in one country increasingly aware of the needs and well-being of those in others. Thus,
those of us who reside in developed economies such as the United States, Israel, and countries
that compose the Euro Zone, for example, are much more aware of unmet social needs in their
own countries as well as unmet needs of those living in countries that are still developing.
Second, innovation has increased our options for addressing unmet social needs on a larger
scale and often at a lower cost. In particular, new technologies have increased our ability to
address diverse social needs in the areas of health, poverty, hunger, education, social justice,



and environmental preservation at local, state, national, and even at multinational or global
levels. Third, there has been a growing disenchantment, particularly among high school and
college-aged students, with the corporate mentality of winning at any cost. Increasingly, today’s
students are drawn to the example of social entrepreneurs who are able to integrate both
economic and social goals, or “doing well by doing good.”This book is full of mini-cases
illustrating ways in which social entrepreneurs have combined practices typically associated with
commercial business with the social purpose typically associated with charities and nonprofit
organizations. Thus, the continued evolution of social entrepreneurship is a story of breaking
down walls. As we will show, globalization and innovation have served to break down walls of
time, distance, and understanding between people living in vastly different geographic regions.
Similarly, the blending of social and economic value creation has broken down the wall between
commercial ventures and those that address social needs.In terms of the book’s flow, Creating
the Social Venture is developed around four major themes. The first of these is titled “What Is
Social Entrepreneurship?,” which encompasses the material included in Chapters 1 through 3.
Chapter 1 focuses on defining social entrepreneurship and exploring the difference between
social and economic value creation. It also discusses the importance of social entrepreneurship
in today’s environment and recognizes the role and importance of context in shaping social
ventures. Chapter 2 discusses major theories from the broader field of entrepreneurship that can
help us understand the still-emerging field of social entrepreneurship. It reviews the major
organizational models used by social ventures, including the nonprofit model, the for-profit
model, and hybrid models. Chapter 3 focuses on the social entrepreneur, describing unique
characteristics, as well as the motivations and aspirations that trigger social entrepreneurship.
Chapter 3 also discusses the importance of the social entrepreneur’s vision and its role in
guiding the launch and development of social ventures.The second section of the book, which
includes Chapters 4 through 6, is titled “Key Elements of Social Entrepreneurship.” Chapter 4
explores the ways in which social entrepreneurs create value and use their vision for social value
creation to garner support from other stakeholders, such as service recipients, donors,
volunteers, employees, and the like. Chapter 5 focuses on a key theme of this book, the role of
context and culture in shaping social ventures. This chapter helps us gain an understanding of
how and why ventures addressing very different types of needs are launched and developed in
different communities. As noted above, innovation has served as a key factor in the emergence
of social entrepreneurship as a field. Consistent with this, we explore the role and significance of
innovation within the context of social entrepreneurship in Chapter 6. Throughout Creating the
Social Venture we provide examples of innovative approaches to creating social value through
the development of new products, services, delivery systems, and technologies.Our third
section is titled “Process and Management in Social Ventures” and includes Chapters 7 through
10. Chapter 7 includes a discussion and comparison of different models for the entrepreneurial
process. It goes on to identify and discuss four major components that can be used to describe
the social entrepreneurial process and provides examples of how each plays a role in the launch



and development of social ventures. Chapter 8 is designed to unveil the dynamics of founding
teams in social ventures. Although we often have an image of the lone entrepreneur battling it
out against the forces of the universe, in fact, many social ventures are founded by teams of
individuals or groups. Chapter 8 describes some of the challenges faced by social venture
founding teams, as well as strategies that can help them overcome these challenges and gain
support from key stakeholders. Chapter 9 focuses on strategies, practices, and approaches for
managing new social ventures. It addresses the challenge of managing stakeholder groups who
have different needs, expectations, and interests and explores avenues for meeting these often
competing needs while still adhering to the venture’s core values and mission. Section 3
concludes with Chapter 10, titled “Financing Nonprofit and For-Profit Social Ventures.” As its title
implies, Chapter 10 highlights the importance of financing strategies and their link to sustaining
and scaling social ventures. It also describes major financing strategies for both nonprofit and
for-profit social ventures, as well as the challenges associated with financing each. Chapter 10
concludes with a discussion of the ways in which these challenges have led to the creation of
“hybrid” social ventures and other innovative approaches.The final section of Creating the Social
Venture, which includes Chapters 11 through 13, is called “Creating a Sustainable Change.” This
final section ties together material and themes from earlier chapters and focuses on the ways in
which social entrepreneurs can scale their ventures and create sustainable social change.
Chapter 11 focuses on the important link between measurement and the creation of sustainable
social value. It explores some of the current methods for measuring social value creation and
social impact, as well as newer methods, such as the Impact Reporting and Investment
Standards (IRIS) that are still evolving. Chapter 12 explores strategies for scaling social ventures
as a means for achieving greater impact and provides examples of how these can be applied to
real-world social ventures. Finally, Chapter 13 integrates themes from the preceding chapters to
explore the ways in which social ventures achieve a lasting impact. Chapter 13 incorporates a
discussion of “best practices” that have contributed to the success of social ventures and
concludes with examples of ways in which these ventures have served as “agents of change” in
both developed and developing economies.In addition to its chapter content, Creating the Social
Venture provides a number of tools to help guide and enhance student learning. Each chapter
begins with a “Road Map” describing topics covered in the chapter, as well as theoretical models
to be presented and an “Action Plan.” In addition, each chapter provides “Objectives” describing
what the student will have learned after her or she completes the chapter. Real-world examples
and mini-cases are an important part of Creating the Social Venture, because they illustrate the
ways in which social entrepreneurs create enduring social value. Each chapter includes
numerous examples of social entrepreneurship in action as well as mini-cases that can be used
for classroom discussion. “Chapter Questions” at the end of each chapter test and expand upon
student learning by requiring students to integrate and apply material and concepts introduced
in the chapter. Similarly, each chapter concludes with a substantive case study with
accompanying questions. Finally, students are provided with a “Call to Action” designed to help



them identify and pursue their own passions for addressing unmet social needs. These activities
take students beyond the textbook and the classroom and into the community where they too
can become “agents of change.”Creating the Social Venture has been an exciting project for us,
your two authors, who, on the surface, could not be more different. Although we are both college
professors, one of us teaches finance while the other teaches management; an unusual pairing
to say the least! As if that were not enough, one of us is an American, while the other hails from
Israel, so we are also blending two different languages, cultures, and life styles. Since we have
already mentioned technology, one of us is highly proficient in new technologies, while the other
feels that she is constantly trying to stay one step ahead of her students. What has united us in
this project, however, is not just our shared friendship but our passion for teaching
entrepreneurship in ways that will nurture the aspirations and hopes of our students, many of
whom will either launch their own entrepreneurial ventures at some point in the future or be
associated with an entrepreneurial venture in some way. Creating the Social Venture has
provided us with an opportunity to share with you, our students, the “story” of social
entrepreneurship, which continues to evolve even as we put the finishing touches on this book.
We have to say, it has been a grand ride, and we are thrilled to have this opportunity to take that
ride with you!AcknowledgmentsMany people were an integral part of writing Creating the Social
Venture, and we would like to offer our deepest thanks to just a few of them. First, we would like
to thank the inspiring social entrepreneurs whom we have highlighted in case studies throughout
this book. In some instances, we were able to interview these remarkable individuals who
generously shared their time, experiences, and insights with us. Without these stories and these
powerful examples, this book could never have been written.We would like to thank the
University of Hartford’s Barney School of Business for a summer research grant to support
writing the first draft of Creating the Social Venture. We would also like to thank the University of
Hartford for a Coffin grant that supported attendance at key conferences and entrepreneur
interviews. We are grateful to the College of Management, Academic Studies, Rishon Lezion,
Israel, and to their School of Business Administration, which provided us the financial support
and technical input for the work on which this book is based. Special thanks to the Dean of the
School of Business Administration, Prof. Oren Kaplan, for his valuable and insightful comments
throughout the writing process. Last but not least, we would like to thank the University of
Hartford’s Women’s Education and Leadership Fund (WELF) for a grant that has provided
support for preparing the final draft of our book.We owe a big debt of thanks to our publisher,
Routledge, for recognizing the need for a book of this type, and to our editor, Sharon Golan, who
encouraged us to move forward with this project and has supported us every step of the way.
Similarly, we are indebted to our editorial assistant, Jabari LeGendre, who has shown great
patience in moving us through the final stages of production and publication. We would like to
offer a special thank you to our copyeditor, Camille Vainstein, who has helped us integrate the
work of two authors from two different countries writing in two different languages.We would like
to take this opportunity to thank our reviewers for their thoughtful recommendations and



suggestions, which have been invaluable in helping us develop the earlier drafts of Creating the
Social Venture into this final and greatly improved text. Their encouragement and support
inspired and sustained us just when we needed it most.Last but not least, we thank our families
and friends for their support, love, and patience throughout this process. In particular, Susan
thanks her husband, Bill, for his unfailing love, encouragement and support. She also thanks her
sister, Maureen, and her brother, David, for serving as examples of what a difference the actions
of good people can make. Finally, she thanks her grandson, Ben, whose generous heart and
giving spirit remind her of so many of the social entrepreneurs featured in this book. Dafna
wishes to record her great debt to her beloved family, her source of inspiration. To Raanan, her
husband, for his love, faith in her, and constant encouragement and support; Tomer, Ofir, and
Shir, her children – her inspiration and drive to pursue her passion for writing on
entrepreneurship. Special thanks are due to her mother, Bianca Barel, for guiding her toward
accomplishing her dreams.AcknowledgmentsMany people were an integral part of writing
Creating the Social Venture, and we would like to offer our deepest thanks to just a few of them.
First, we would like to thank the inspiring social entrepreneurs whom we have highlighted in
case studies throughout this book. In some instances, we were able to interview these
remarkable individuals who generously shared their time, experiences, and insights with us.
Without these stories and these powerful examples, this book could never have been written.We
would like to thank the University of Hartford’s Barney School of Business for a summer
research grant to support writing the first draft of Creating the Social Venture. We would also like
to thank the University of Hartford for a Coffin grant that supported attendance at key
conferences and entrepreneur interviews. We are grateful to the College of Management,
Academic Studies, Rishon Lezion, Israel, and to their School of Business Administration, which
provided us the financial support and technical input for the work on which this book is based.
Special thanks to the Dean of the School of Business Administration, Prof. Oren Kaplan, for his
valuable and insightful comments throughout the writing process. Last but not least, we would
like to thank the University of Hartford’s Women’s Education and Leadership Fund (WELF) for a
grant that has provided support for preparing the final draft of our book.We owe a big debt of
thanks to our publisher, Routledge, for recognizing the need for a book of this type, and to our
editor, Sharon Golan, who encouraged us to move forward with this project and has supported
us every step of the way. Similarly, we are indebted to our editorial assistant, Jabari LeGendre,
who has shown great patience in moving us through the final stages of production and
publication. We would like to offer a special thank you to our copyeditor, Camille Vainstein, who
has helped us integrate the work of two authors from two different countries writing in two
different languages.We would like to take this opportunity to thank our reviewers for their
thoughtful recommendations and suggestions, which have been invaluable in helping us
develop the earlier drafts of Creating the Social Venture into this final and greatly improved text.
Their encouragement and support inspired and sustained us just when we needed it most.Last
but not least, we thank our families and friends for their support, love, and patience throughout



this process. In particular, Susan thanks her husband, Bill, for his unfailing love, encouragement
and support. She also thanks her sister, Maureen, and her brother, David, for serving as
examples of what a difference the actions of good people can make. Finally, she thanks her
grandson, Ben, whose generous heart and giving spirit remind her of so many of the social
entrepreneurs featured in this book. Dafna wishes to record her great debt to her beloved family,
her source of inspiration. To Raanan, her husband, for his love, faith in her, and constant
encouragement and support; Tomer, Ofir, and Shir, her children – her inspiration and drive to
pursue her passion for writing on entrepreneurship. Special thanks are due to her mother,
Bianca Barel, for guiding her toward accomplishing her dreams.What Is Social
Entrepreneurship?What Is Social Entrepreneurship?1 Defining Social
EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able todescribe the
characteristics of a social ventureexplain the difference between “economic value” and “social
value”understand the importance of social entrepreneurship in today’s environmentrecognize
the role and importance of context or environment in shaping social venturesprovide examples
of social ventures in your own community or in the larger global communityDefining Social
EntrepreneurshipWhat is social entrepreneurship? Today, there are a number of definitions of
social entrepreneurship in both research and practice (Mair & Martí, 2005). Most of these share
some common characteristics, including the following:Identifying and serving an unmet social
needCreating “social value”Serving as agents of change in the social sectorDeveloping
solutions to social problems that are sustainable over timeOne of our tasks within the framework
of this book is to initiate the establishment of boundaries around a definition of social
entrepreneurship in order to determine what it is and what it is not. Within the framework of this
book, we define social entrepreneurs as those individuals who create social value through the
development of innovative solutions to unmet social needs. In doing so, social entrepreneurs
often employ principles and practices that we typically associate with business. These include
principles and practices in areas such as management, marketing, and finance. In addition, as
we will show, many social ventures also create economic value through revenue-generating
activities that include the sale of goods or services. In fact, this is an increasingly important
strategy in allowing social ventures to achieve significant size and scope. Let us explore these
themes more fully.Creating Social ValueSocial value is one of the defining attributes of social
ventures (Dees, 1998). Social entrepreneurship creates social value by addressing unmet needs
in society. These include areas such as hunger, health, safety, human rights, education, and the
environment. By creating social value, social entrepreneurs are attempting to make the world a
better place for some segment of the population. As an example, social entrepreneur Julie
Carney founded Gardens for Health () in Rwanda where 45 percent of the children suffer from
malnutrition. This rate is even higher in rural areas due to higher levels of poverty. In many
instances, by the time these cases make it into one of the village healthcare clinics, the child is
in critical condition. Parents in these communities do not understand the causes of malnutrition,
its effects, how to recognize its signs, or how to treat it. Carney’s organization developed a



program to train and educate parents through local healthcare centers. Mothers learn to identify
the signs of malnutrition in their own children and also serve as “watchdogs” for its presence in
other members of the community. Simultaneously, they are taught the basics of good nutrition so
that they can make better choices for their families. Finally, agricultural extension agents are
trained to educate communities on the importance of planting not just cash-generating crops like
coffee and cotton, but also healthy food crops for local consumption. To this end, families are
trained in how to set up “kitchen gardens” that will help meet their dietary needs.Agents of
ChangeIn this example, Gardens for Health created social value by developing an innovative
solution for the problem of malnutrition, particularly among children, in Rwanda. Through
community-based training and education, parents and communities are taught the importance
of good nutrition and empowered to develop gardens that will help them meet their families’
nutritional needs. By creating her organization, social entrepreneur Julie Carney found a creative
way to address a large and unmet social need in the area of hunger. In doing so, she served as
an “agent of change.” Gardens of Health helps families break out of the cycle of poverty and
hunger by providing them with knowledge and tools that will enable them to plant personal and
community gardens to help serve their nutritional needs. This, in turn, leads to better nutrition,
better health, lower rates of childhood mortality, and greater productivity. Gardens of Health has
changed the model by giving families great power and control over their lives. Many of you are
familiar with the maxim:If you give a man a fish, he will eat for a day. If you teach a man to fish, he
will eat for a lifetime.Bill Drayton, the founder and CEO of the Ashoka Fellowship modified this to
state:Social entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish, or teach how to fish. They will not
rest until they have revolutionized the fishing industry ().Julie Carney is an example of one such
“revolutionary” in the sense that she developed a means for replacing ignorance with knowledge
and dependence with empowerment. Her model can be, and in fact has been, replicated in other
communities and in other countries where people suffer from hunger and malnutrition. As we will
see throughout this book, one of the key challenges for social entrepreneurs is the development
of solutions and strategies that will help them bring about change that will eliminate or alleviate
social needs by “revolutionizing the fishing industry”. These solutions may involve radical
changes in products and services, delivery systems, infrastructure, the environment, and any or
all aspects of managing the social venture. Social entrepreneurs are “agents for change” who
develop new models and paradigms for addressing unmet social needs (Seelos & Mair, 2005).
In this sense, they are our new pioneers!Bill Drayton: A Pioneer in the Field of Social
EntrepreneurshipBill Drayton was on the fast track to corporate success when he changed
course to focus on the development of social entrepreneurship as a field. We are lucky he did!
After earning degrees at Harvard, Oxford University, and Yale Law School, Drayton went to work
for the prestigious management consulting firm McKinsey and Company in 1970. From there he
joined the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under President Jimmy Carter where he played
a significant role in changing the ways in which the agency carried out its environmental mission
(Bornstein, 1998).In 1981 Bill returned to McKinsey part-time. During his “free time” he launched



Ashoka, an organization dedicated to promoting and developing social entrepreneurs
throughout the world. Ashoka was an emperor of India in the third century B.C. After one
particularly gruesome conquest in battle, he renounced violence and dedicated the remainder of
his life to the public good (Bornstein, 1998). Drayton received a MacArthur Fellowship in 1984,
which allowed him to focus on Ashoka full time. Ashoka’s mission is:To support social
entrepreneurs who are leading and collaborating with changemakers, in a team of teams model
that addresses the fluidity of a rapidly evolving society. Ashoka believes that anyone can learn
and apply the critical skills of empathy, team work, leadership and changemaking to be
successful in the modern world ().To pursue this mission, Drayton has created the Ashoka
organization with offices throughout the world. He has also raised millions of dollars from both
private donors and foundations. These funds have allowed him to establish the Ashoka
Fellowship program, which provides grants to social entrepreneurs who have the potential to
achieve systemic and large-scale change. One such entrepreneur is Kailash Stayarthi, a 1993
Ashoka Fellow, who received the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize for his global leadership in the
movement against exploitative child labor practices, slavery, and prostitution (). Since its launch
in 1981, Ashoka has supported over 3,000 social entrepreneurs in 70 different
countries.Creating Sustainable SolutionsA final element in our definition of social
entrepreneurship is “sustainability”. This refers to the creation of solutions that will endure over
time. In other words, it refers to the creation of longer-term solutions often involving systemic
change. Figure 1.1 illustrates this.The first of these strategies for achieving sustainability—
changing policy—refers to actions directed at influencing laws and regulations. As an example of
this strategy, Mothers Against Drunk Driving () lobbied vigorously for tougher drunk-driving laws
to reduce the number of families who would be affected by the loss of loved ones in accidents
involving drunk drivers. Similarly, MADD has emerged as a powerful grassroots organization with
local chapters throughout the United States.In recent years, advances in technology have
opened the door to social ventures employing open- source strategies. One of the most visible
examples is Wikipedia, launched by social entrepreneur Jimmy Wales in 2001. Wikipedia is a
multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia that anyone can contribute to and edit. According to
the Wikipedia website (), this social venture has grown rapidly since its inception and is now one
of the largest reference websites in the world. Almost 500 million individuals use the website
each month, and the site includes 22 million articles written in 285 different languages. In a
sense, Wikipedia “democratizes” the creation of information and provides access to issues and
topics on a real-time basis.Teach for America () is an example of a social venture that has used
the media effectively to raise awareness of the existence of educational inequities suffered by
children in poor communities and to recruit support in the form of teachers and donations.
Founded by Wendy Kopp in 1989, Teach for America recruits recent college graduates and
professionals to teach for two years in low-income urban and rural communities in the United
States. The goal is to provide a high-quality education to students in challenged schools,
thereby increasing their chances for success. In terms of impact, 11,000 Teach for America



“corps members” taught more than 750,000 students in 2013–2014. Equally important, 32,000
alumni corps members have continued their involvement as educational leaders and advocates.
Teach for America’s use of the media has included frequent articles in the press, publication of
studies by major research organizations such as the Urban Institute and Mathematica, two
books published by Kopp herself, and ongoing communications through vehicles such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube. Teach for America also provides a good example of a
social venture that has enhanced its prospects for sustainability by expanding the size and
geographic scope of its organization. It has grown from an initial cohort of 500 corps members in
1990 to 11,000 today. Similarly, Teach for America has expanded its operations to serve
students in 48 regions across the United States.Figure 1.1Different Ways in Which Social
Entrepreneurs Can Achieve Lasting Change[1].When we think of franchising, we are more
inclined to think of organizations like McDonalds or Jiffy Lube. However, franchising is a model
that can be applied to a broad range of organizations serving very different types of needs. In the
case of a franchise, a “parent” organization—the franchisor, allows others—the franchisees, to
use its name and business model, typically for the sale of goods or services. The franchisor
often provides umbrella services such as training, national advertising, and procurement that
benefit the franchisees. In commercial franchising, the franchisee pays an upfront fee to the
franchisor and a percentage of the revenues. The franchising model allows the parent company
to extend its reach much more rapidly than it could if it had to do all the work of launching new
locations by itself. CHILDLINE India is an example of “social franchising.” CHILDLINE was
launched in Mumbai, India, in 1996 by social entrepreneur Jeroo Billimoria to target the needs of
children in emergency or abusive situations. Her organization provides a toll-free 24-hour
helpline staffed by individuals who can connect the children who call with medical assistance,
shelter, and counseling. Recognizing that a service such as CHILDLINE could provide benefits
to children throughout India, the founders turned to a social-franchising model as a way of
replicating and building upon their early success. In a 2012 interview, CHILDLINE’s Executive
Director, Kajol Menon, stated:The model envisaged scale from its initiation in a single city
making it easy for partners to identify the ‘what’s in it for me’ and fit CHILDLINE very seamlessly
into their overall mandate. The uniform identity of CHILDLINE in terms of the common number,
logo worked well. Smaller organizations benefited from the association with the CHILDLINE
brand ().At the time of that interview, CHILDLINE India operated in 172 cities through 415
partner organizations. CHILDLINE has fielded over 21 million phone calls and has provided
assistance to over 3 million children. CHILDLINE is currently engaged in planning for further
expansion across the Asia Pacific region.In attempting to better define social entrepreneurship,
we will also discuss what it is not. For example, social entrepreneurship is not the same as
engaging in the types of voluntary activities in which most of us take part in our daily lives. These
include car washes, bake sales, spaghetti suppers, or food booths at the local fair. This is not to
suggest that these types of activities are not necessary and important for addressing needs:
they most certainly are. They are a way for each of us to give back to our community and our



fellow men and women on a day-to-day basis. Nevertheless, they are not social
entrepreneurship.As we move through this book, we will discuss the ways in which each of the
basic characteristics of social entrepreneurship manifests itself in the various organizations that
we feature in our case studies. We will also highlight the role and importance of context by
providing a global perspective on social entrepreneurship, which will allow us to examine the
ways in which creative social entrepreneurs address unmet needs in a variety of different
countries and environments.Figure 1.2Characteristics of “Social Entrepreneurship”.How Does
Social Entrepreneurship Differ from “Commercial” Entrepreneurship?As we will demonstrate
throughout this book, there are a number of similarities between social and commercial
entrepreneurship. In both instances, the entrepreneur must create value for his or her
stakeholders. In the case of commercial entrepreneurship, value typically comes in the form of
an economic return to the shareholders who are the owners of the firm. As we noted above,
however, a social venture must create social value. In other words, it must address an unmet
social need. In our earlier example of CHILDLINE India, the unmet social need was children in
dangerous or abusive situations. As you will recall from your courses in finance, the
shareholders for commercial ventures typically measure their returns in the form of revenues and
company earnings, which in turn lead to dividends and capital gains. The stakeholders of a
social venture might measure their returns in the form of number of individuals served, number
of problems resolved, and the extent to which an unmet need is satisfied.Traditionally, many
viewed social and economic value as being mutually exclusive. In other words, not-for-profits
provide social value while for-profits provide economic value. More recently, however, a growing
number of researchers have begun espousing the notion that social value and economic value
are not necessarily separate (Austin et al., 2006; Peredo & McLean, 2006). Rather, they are
complementary dimensions of value creation within the framework of both social and
commercial ventures. Harvard’s Michael Porter and Mark Kramer (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 5),
in particular, make a strong case for the importance of “shared value”:The concept of shared
value can be defined as policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a
company while simultaneously advancing the economic and social conditions in the
communities in which it operates. Shared value creation focuses on identifying and expanding
the connections between society and economic progress.A benefit of Porter and Kramer’s
definition of shared value is that it provides a broader framework for the ways in which social
entrepreneurs can create and deliver value. They are no longer tied to the “old” nonprofit model
which may work well in some situations but less well in others. Traditionally, nonprofits have been
heavily dependent on donations, grants, and fund-raising events. This has made it very difficult
for them to achieve sustainability and scale, because these sources of funding tend to ebb and
flow with changes in the economy. In response to this challenge, new revenue and funding
models, such as social franchising, have emerged to allow for the creation of shared or blended
value and a more diverse array of funding sources.Differences in Organizational FormBoth
commercial and social ventures need to select some type of organizational form to achieve their



purpose. For commercial ventures, the three major types of organizational form are sole
proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. Corporations are typically larger and may be either
publicly or privately held. Publicly held corporations are those firms whose stock is traded on a
major stock exchange. In contrast, the shares of privately held firms are distributed among a
relatively small group of insiders that may include the entrepreneur, key employees, family
members, and investors.Social ventures are somewhat different in that they may be organized
as both for-profit and not-for-profit entities. A for-profit venture can take one of the corporate
ventures’ organizational forms; however, a nonprofit entity might be organized very differently.
Each of you deals with both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations on a daily basis, perhaps
without even realizing it. As an example, when you fill your gas tank or buy a burger at a local
restaurant, you are dealing with a for-profit company. In contrast, your college, church, and
organizations such as the United Way and the Red Cross are nonprofits. The goal of a for-profit
company is to provide economic returns to its owners. In contrast, the goal of a nonprofit
organization is to redeploy any earnings or economic returns for the benefit of those being
served.As we move through the chapters of this book, we will provide a number of examples and
mini-cases illustrating for-profit, not-for-profit, and blended social ventures. As you will see, each
type of model works, and works well, within the larger framework of social
entrepreneurship.Another similarity between commercial and social ventures is that both must
satisfy a variety of “stakeholders” or individuals who have a vested interest in the organizations.
For a commercial venture, stakeholders might include stockholders, employees, managers, the
Board of Directors, customers, suppliers, and the like. Social ventures may have many or all of
the same stakeholders, particularly if they are organized as for-profit entities. If they are
nonprofits, however, they may have a somewhat different and often broader array of
stakeholders. These could include the target audience to be served, various funding sources,
employees, volunteers, and a Board of Directors or Advisory Board. As we will see, nonprofits
often rely on a more diverse mix of funding sources than for-profits do. These can include
donations, grants, and revenues from various types of fund-raising activities and events.
Similarly, volunteers often serve as an essential part of the “workforce” for nonprofits in that they
create or deliver the product or service at no cost. As we will demonstrate, the effective use of
volunteers can help a social venture keep its operating costs down, thereby maximizing the
amount of capital it can devote to serving those in need.In order to be sustainable, both
commercial and social ventures need a sound “revenue model.” The revenue model describes
how the organization will generate revenues in excess of costs. An organization that is unable to
do this will not survive in the long term. Commercial ventures typically have a revenue model that
involves selling their product or service for more than it costs to produce. As noted above, social
ventures may have revenues not only from the sale of products and services but also from
donations, grants, charitable contributions, and the like. The principle is the same, however. If
the organization does not generate revenues in excess of costs, it will not survive. Successful
social ventures understand this, just as successful commercial ventures do, and take great pains



to develop and articulate their revenue model. It is one of the fundamental keys to success and
longevity for both commercial and social ventures. In light of this, we will take the time to discuss
the revenue models of many of the social ventures we highlight in this book.How “Big” Is Social
Entrepreneurship?Due to the different definitions of social entrepreneurship, it is difficult to get a
sense of how many social ventures are actually out there. Nevertheless, several important
sources help provide perspective. The first of these is the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, or
GEM, which conducted a study of social entrepreneurship activity in 49 countries in 2009
(Terjesen et al., 2012). Social entrepreneurs were those who responded “yes” to the following
survey question:Are you, alone or with others, currently trying to start or currently owning and
managing any kind of activity, organization or initiative that has a particularly social,
environmental or community objective? This might including providing services or training to
socially deprived or disabled persons, using profits for socially oriented purposes, organizing
self-help groups for community action, etc. (Terjesen et al., 2012, p. 37).Results of this study
revealed considerable variation in the level of social entrepreneurship across countries and
geographical regions. From a regional perspective, the highest level of social entrepreneurship
was found in the United States, where 5 percent of the adult working-age population was
engaged in social entrepreneurship. In contrast, Western Europe had a prevalence rate of 3.08
percent, and Southeast Asia had the lowest prevalence rate of 1.64 percent.Table 1.1 Social
Entrepreneurship Prevalence Rates as a Percentage of the Working-Age Population in
2009Region%United States5.00Caribbean5.17Latin America3.06Sub-Saharan
Africa3.22Western Europe3.08Eastern Europe2.65Middle East and North Africa1.91Southeast
Asia1.64Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2009 Report on Social Entrepreneurship.The
2009 GEM study also revealed some interesting contrasts between social entrepreneurship and
commercial entrepreneurship:Although there is still a global gender gap in the prevalence of
social entrepreneurship with women participating at lower levels, the gap is smaller than in
commercial entrepreneurship.Social entrepreneurs tend to be younger, on average, than
commercial entrepreneurs. Those most likely to launch social ventures are in the 25–35 and 35–
44 age ranges.Individuals with higher levels of education are more likely to engage in social
entrepreneurship.Another valuable source of information illustrating the impact of nonprofit
social ventures is The Nonprofit Almanac published by the Urban Institute (Roeger et al., 2012).
In contrast to the GEM report, which provides a global perspective for both profit and nonprofit
social ventures, the almanac provides a perspective on just one country, the United States, and
just one segment of social entrepreneurship, nonprofits. In terms of economic impact, the
almanac estimates that in 2010, nonprofit organizations accounted for 5.5 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP) and 9 percent of wages (Roeger et al., 2012, p. 24).There are a number
of different types of organizations within the almanac’s broad category of “nonprofits.” This report
reveals that there were approximately 1 million nonprofits organized as 501(c)(3) public charities
in the United States in 2010. This represents a growth rate of 42.3 percent since 2000. In terms
of sector, human-service public charities providing services such as job training, housing,



disaster assistance, youth development, and food distribution represented one-third of the total,
while education, the second largest sector, accounted for approximately one-fifth of the
total.These reports provide a wealth of information on the relative size, scope, and impact of
social entrepreneurship. They also reveal that social entrepreneurship is growing, and growing
rapidly. Why is this? And why now?Table 1.2 Public Charities in the United States by Sector,
2010SectorNumber%Arts, culture, and
humanities39,53610.8Education66,76918.2Environment16,3834.5Health44,12812.1Human
services124,36034.0International and foreign affairs7,5332.1Other public and social
benefit43,87512.0Religion-related23,5026.4Total366,086100.1*Source: The Nonprofit Almanac,
2012.*Numbers total over 100% due to rounding.Why Is Social Entrepreneurship So Important
in Today’s World?Social entrepreneurship is not a new phenomenon. In fact, it has been around
for many years. Early social entrepreneurs included Florence Nightingale (1821–1920), who
nursed wounded soldiers during the Crimean War and went on to found the first school of
nursing, and William Lever (1851–1925), founder of Lever Brothers, who sought “to make
cleanliness commonplace.” During the last decade, however, social entrepreneurship has
received considerably more attention as the number of social ventures increases and a growing
number of colleges and universities are adding courses on social entrepreneurship to their
curricula. Why has social entrepreneurship become such an important topic in recent years?
Figure 1.3Social Entrepreneurship in Today’s World.As presented in Figure 1.3, one likely
reason is the growing disenchantment of an increasing number of entrepreneurs with what we
will refer to as the “Gordon Gekko School of Management.” Gordon Gekko was a somewhat
unsavory investment banker, played by actor Michael Douglas in the film Wall Street (1987), who
had an important role in corrupting a young investment banker played by Charlie Sheen. One of
Gordon’s more memorable quotes in that movie was “greed, for lack of a better word, is good,”
and his lavish lifestyle and disregard for others reinforced that principle. In contrast, many of
today’s social entrepreneurs are more focused on what has been called the “triple bottom line,”
which includes not only profits, but also people and the planet. They believe in sharing the
benefits of their personal success by giving back to others. Many of you share this belief and
demonstrate it through your actions when you donate time, money, or talent to worthy causes
such as Habitat for Humanity, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, or local soup kitchens. Increasingly,
successful entrepreneurs are feeling that it is not enough to be personally successful. They feel
the need to go the extra mile in order to help others succeed. Interestingly enough, a sequel to
Wall Street titled Wall Street Never Sleeps was released in 2010, featuring Michael Douglas
again as a somewhat rehabilitated Gorden Gekko and Shia LaBeouf as his daughter’s fiancé.
Together they develop a plan to take down yet another villainous investment banker played by
Josh Brolin.A second factor driving social entrepreneurship is the growing realization that no
government, no matter how large or how encompassing, can address all needs. In light of this,
social entrepreneurs often seek to address the gaps where needs are unmet or not fully met. As
an example, in the United States, government at the federal, state, and local levels is heavily



involved in issues such as health, nutrition, education, the environment, and safety.
Nevertheless, there are gaps in these services that create opportunities for social entrepreneurs.
One such social venture is My Sister’s Place, a transitional living facility for women and children
in Hartford, Connecticut. Established in 1982, My Sister’s Place is “a safe haven for those who
are suddenly forced into the streets due to domestic violence, eviction, unemployment or mental
illness” (). Both paid and volunteer staff work with clients, primarily women, to develop life and
job skills that will allow them to move into safer, more permanent housing. In doing so, the staff
also make it possible for these women to remain with or be reunited with their children rather
than placing them in other state-funded programs. In this sense, social ventures do not seek to
duplicate the services provided by government agencies but rather to supplement them. Many
suggest that they do so more efficiently and at lower cost, partially due to their reliance on
volunteer rather than paid labor. This less costly form of service delivery is one of the ways in
which social ventures create economic value for their constituents as well as for taxpayers.A
third contributor to the rapid growth of social entrepreneurship is the lingering effects of a
worldwide “Great Recession” and the slow period of recovery that has followed it. During the
Great Recession, which lasted from December 2007 to June 2009 (U.S. Business Cycle
Expansions and Contractions, 2014), 8 million people lost their jobs in the United States. As we
write this book, almost four years after the end of the recession, only half of those individuals
have found new employment. Since 2008, thousands of families have lost homes, savings, self-
respect, and often, hope. European nations have also suffered through their own financial crises,
some more than others. The situation in Greece has been particularly dire, and today, over 25
percent of the working-age population is unemployed in that country. In the face of these
financial crises and looming government deficits, many countries, including the United States,
have responded with a policy of “austerity.” This has led to dramatic cuts in government
programs targeting such areas as education, health, and even safety. Thus, we find ourselves in
an environment where the talents of enterprising social entrepreneurs are needed more than
ever. Finally, poor and developing nations are home to millions of the world’s most needy.
Studies suggest that the effects of the global recession were even greater on these countries
than on the developing nations where the recession began (International Monetary Fund, 2009a;
ibid., 2009b).A final factor contributing to the rise of social entrepreneurship is the recognition
that business principles and practices can be harnessed to address social as well as
commercial needs. Disciplines such as accounting, finance, marketing, management, and
operations are part of the social entrepreneur’s “tool kit,” assembled to help launch, develop, and
grow the venture. We have recognized that social ventures, like commercial ones, benefit from
having a mission, goals, systems and controls, and measurable outcomes. This realization, in
turn, has led to a more systematic approach to the management of social ventures. In other
words, a good heart and good intentions may help you get started on the path of social
entrepreneurship, but to finish the race and to have a sustained impact, you must also create a
structure and system for managing your venture. This book provides examples of ways in which



successful social entrepreneurs have achieved this goal.A Global Perspective and the Role of
ContextThe term context refers to the larger environment in which an entrepreneurial venture
operates, and a basic premise throughout this book is that context matters. The larger
environment shapes the types of social ventures that are established as well as the strategies
they employ. From a global perspective, the implication is that social ventures may take very
different forms in developed versus developing countries.A common belief is that the lack of
entrepreneurship is a primary source of poverty in developing countries. According to data
compiled by the United Nations and studies conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), however, proportionately more individuals are engaged in
entrepreneurial activities in developing countries. In fact, most developing countries are teeming
with entrepreneurs, including thousands of individuals selling just about every product and
service you can imagine on the streets.The type of social venture is also differentiated by
context. Entrepreneurs in developing countries seek to eradicate poverty, hunger, and lack of
essential services such as healthcare, education, clean water, housing, and basic safety.
Entrepreneurs in these countries launch social ventures to assist their own communities by
empowering their fellow citizens, helping them to achieve independence, and breaking the cycle
of poverty. Thus, in developing economies, social entrepreneurs often address large gaps in the
provision of life-sustaining services. In doing so, these entrepreneurs often become role models
and leaders within their communities, their countries, or the world at large. Grameen Bank
founder Professor Mohammed Yunus is a powerful example of this. Yunus revolutionized lending
and finance in his native Bangladesh by developing the concept of microcredit or the provision
of small loans to entrepreneurs who are too poor to qualify for traditional bank loans. His
achievements and impact have been recognized both within his own country and internationally.
In 2006, Yunus, who was also an Ashoka Fellow, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his
work, which has served as a global model for combating poverty and empowering small
entrepreneurs ().In contrast, social entrepreneurship in developed economies often emerges,
not through personal experience with an unmet social need, but rather through knowledge,
awareness, and information coupled with the drive to “do good” and make the world a better
place. Like the social entrepreneurs in developing economies, social entrepreneurs in developed
economies target unmet social needs. Although some of these needs may be gaps in life-
sustaining services, these entrepreneurs are equally likely to target gaps that are life-enhancing.
In other words, the products and services they provide are not necessary for day-to-day survival,
but they do provide opportunities for individuals to improve their lot and live a better life. In this
sense, social entrepreneurs in developed economies can supplement the services that are
already in place and provided by government, business, and civic organizations. Habitat for
Humanity is an example of a social venture that originated in the United States but has rapidly
spread throughout the world. Habitat mobilizes donors and volunteers to build and repair homes
for individuals and families who would otherwise not be able to afford them (). Currently, Habitat
has over 1,500 local affiliates in the United States and has worked with organizations around the



world to build or repair over 600,000 houses.In other instances, social entrepreneurs cross
contextual boundaries by providing services in developing economies that are supported by the
sale of goods and services in developed economies. This is an increasingly popular economic
model for social entrepreneurship because it provides a pathway to sustainability. TOMS Shoes
founder Blake Mycoskie settled upon this model when he launched his social venture (). TOMS
produces and sells shoes that are priced at a level that allows the firm to give a second pair of
shoes to a child in a developing country. As the TOMS website notes:Shoes help protect
children’s feet from cuts, infections and diseases. When children are healthy, they can attend
school, fight minor illnesses and grow up to reach their full potential.TOMS sells its shoes in
developed economies such as the United States, in a broad range of retail outlets. Revenues
from these sales has allowed TOMS to distribute free shoes and other types of footwear to
children in over 60 countries.Organization of This BookThis book will examine social ventures at
different stages of their life cycles. The life-cycle model contends that firms, or in this case, social
ventures, move through various stages from the initial idea to launch, development, growth, and
maturity. Each of these stages presents the entrepreneur with a different set of opportunities and
challenges. In turn, the entrepreneur’s ability to secure needed resources, develop, and adapt
strategy will determine whether or not the organization survives and grows or becomes one of
the many casualties of good intentions combined with failed implementation. As we move
through this book together, we will learn about the different stages in the life cycle as well as the
opportunities and challenges faced by the social entrepreneur at each stage.Each of the
chapters in this book will also address a key aspect of developing, launching, and growing a
social venture. Such aspects include opportunity recognition, acquiring resources, financing the
venture, and human-capital requirements in the form of education, training, and experience. We
will also talk about how successful social entrepreneurs adapt to changes in their environment,
as well as the ways in which they measure performance and success. Our goal is to help you
gain a thorough understanding of the characteristics of social entrepreneurship and the key
drivers of success in both developed and developing economies. This knowledge should
increase your appreciation for the fact that social entrepreneurship can take many forms,
depending on the context in which the entrepreneur operates and his or her motivations and
goals for the social venture.Chapter QuestionsWhat are some of the key elements to be
included in a definition of social entrepreneurship?What does the term “social value” mean?How
does social value differ from “economic value”?Why is it important for a social venture to develop
“sustainable” solutions?How does social entrepreneurship differ from volunteerism? Is one more
important than the other? Explain.What is the difference between a not-for-profit and a for-profit
social venture?Why is social entrepreneurship so important today? What events have occurred
since 2008 to create unmet social needs?Provide some examples of unmet social needs. What
are some of the ways in which a social entrepreneur might address each of these?What does
the term “context” mean? How does context affect the types of social ventures that are
established in a particular community?Whether you realize it or not, you have already dealt with



a number of social ventures. Think about some of the products or services you have bought or
some of the organizations you or your parents have donated time or money to. Describe some of
these social ventures. What unmet social needs do they serve?Case StudyKaBOOM!KaBOOM!
is a nonprofit social venture “dedicated to saving play for America’s children” (). Social
entrepreneur Darell Hammond founded KaBOOM! in 1995 after reading a news article about
two children who suffocated while playing in an abandoned car because they did not have
anywhere safe to play. The organization’s mission is to:create great playspaces through the
participation and leadership of communities. Ultimately, we envision a place to play within
walking distance of every child in America.According to Hammond, American children suffer
from a “play deficit.” He contends that this generation plays less than any previous generation,
thus leading to physical, intellectual, social, and emotional problems, including the
following:Childhood obesityAttention deficit/hyperactivity, anxiety, and depressionViolence and
other behavioral problemsStunted social, cognitive, and creative developmentHammond further
contends that the lack of healthy play spaces contributes to less green space in cities and
community fragmentation because residents do not have places for shared recreation. Children
in poor communities are particularly vulnerable because they do not have the public or private
resources needed for playgrounds.Hammond used a twofold strategy to attack this problem.
First, he works with organizations embedded in their communities that can help plan and
ultimately manage and maintain the playgrounds. KaBOOM! provides training to these
organizations on how to plan and develop a large project, how to mobilize community
volunteers, and how to raise funds. These skills empower local organizations and give them the
confidence to mobilize around other needs in the community.Second, KaBOOM! develops team-
building activities for corporate volunteers who work with the community partner to build the
playground. Corporate partners provide financial support in the form of fees for team-building
experiences and donations. The entire process culminates in a Build Day, which brings together
both community and corporate volunteers to share the sense of accomplishment that comes
with completing a playground project. The success of this initiative often results in an increased
level of commitment to and support for that community on the part of participating corporations
and employees. This unique combination of both community and corporate involvement has
enabled KaBOOM! to build “kid-inspired” play spaces in communities across all 50 states. Since
its founding, over 2,200 playgrounds serving almost 6 million children have been built.Case
QuestionsWhat unmet social need does KaBOOM! target?How does KaBOOM! create social
value?Has KaBOOM! served as an agent of change in the communities it serves? Explain.What
steps has KaBOOM! taken to ensure sustainability?A Call to ActionSocial entrepreneurs, like
commercial entrepreneurs, often launch their ventures because they have a passion. In the case
of social entrepreneurs, that passion is directed toward a particular social cause or unmet need.
As you think about your own attitudes toward various social causes and needs, what is your
passion? As an example, First Lady Michelle Obama has expressed a passion for healthy eating
and exercise, particularly for children and teens, to help combat the growing problem of



childhood obesity in the United States. How has she expressed this passion, and what type of
impact has she had? In considering your own passion for a particular social need, how might
you take action to address that need, or what actions have you already taken? Possible actions
you might take:Volunteer with a community-based organization that addresses the unmet social
need.Work with campus-based organizations or clubs to address the need.Organize an event or
fundraiser.Participate in a service-learning project.Participate in an Alternative Spring Break
project.Create your own organization to address the unmet social need.Use social media to
create a community of individuals who share your passion.Work the WebIn “A Call to Action” you
identified a social cause or unmet social need that you are passionate about. Use the web to
identify social ventures that target that need. How many did you find? Pick one such social
venture and describe its characteristics. What is its history? What is its mission? Whom does it
serve? How does it create social value? What organizational model does it use? Is your social
venture local, national, or international in scope? How does your social venture serve as an
agent of change? What strategies has your venture used to achieve sustainability? Remember
that by sustainability we are referring to the ability of the venture to last over a period of
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EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able todescribe the
characteristics of a social ventureexplain the difference between “economic value” and “social
value”understand the importance of social entrepreneurship in today’s environmentrecognize
the role and importance of context or environment in shaping social venturesprovide examples
of social ventures in your own community or in the larger global communityObjectivesAfter
studying this chapter you will be able todescribe the characteristics of a social ventureexplain
the difference between “economic value” and “social value”understand the importance of social
entrepreneurship in today’s environmentrecognize the role and importance of context or
environment in shaping social venturesprovide examples of social ventures in your own
community or in the larger global communitydescribe the characteristics of a social
ventureexplain the difference between “economic value” and “social value”understand the
importance of social entrepreneurship in today’s environmentrecognize the role and importance
of context or environment in shaping social venturesprovide examples of social ventures in your
own community or in the larger global communityDefining Social EntrepreneurshipWhat is social
entrepreneurship? Today, there are a number of definitions of social entrepreneurship in both
research and practice (Mair & Martí, 2005). Most of these share some common characteristics,
including the following:Identifying and serving an unmet social needCreating “social
value”Serving as agents of change in the social sectorDeveloping solutions to social problems
that are sustainable over timeOne of our tasks within the framework of this book is to initiate the
establishment of boundaries around a definition of social entrepreneurship in order to determine
what it is and what it is not. Within the framework of this book, we define social entrepreneurs as
those individuals who create social value through the development of innovative solutions to
unmet social needs. In doing so, social entrepreneurs often employ principles and practices that
we typically associate with business. These include principles and practices in areas such as
management, marketing, and finance. In addition, as we will show, many social ventures also
create economic value through revenue-generating activities that include the sale of goods or
services. In fact, this is an increasingly important strategy in allowing social ventures to achieve
significant size and scope. Let us explore these themes more fully.Creating Social ValueSocial
value is one of the defining attributes of social ventures (Dees, 1998). Social entrepreneurship
creates social value by addressing unmet needs in society. These include areas such as hunger,
health, safety, human rights, education, and the environment. By creating social value, social
entrepreneurs are attempting to make the world a better place for some segment of the
population. As an example, social entrepreneur Julie Carney founded Gardens for Health () in
Rwanda where 45 percent of the children suffer from malnutrition. This rate is even higher in
rural areas due to higher levels of poverty. In many instances, by the time these cases make it
into one of the village healthcare clinics, the child is in critical condition. Parents in these
communities do not understand the causes of malnutrition, its effects, how to recognize its
signs, or how to treat it. Carney’s organization developed a program to train and educate parents
through local healthcare centers. Mothers learn to identify the signs of malnutrition in their own



children and also serve as “watchdogs” for its presence in other members of the community.
Simultaneously, they are taught the basics of good nutrition so that they can make better choices
for their families. Finally, agricultural extension agents are trained to educate communities on the
importance of planting not just cash-generating crops like coffee and cotton, but also healthy
food crops for local consumption. To this end, families are trained in how to set up “kitchen
gardens” that will help meet their dietary needs.Agents of ChangeIn this example, Gardens for
Health created social value by developing an innovative solution for the problem of malnutrition,
particularly among children, in Rwanda. Through community-based training and education,
parents and communities are taught the importance of good nutrition and empowered to
develop gardens that will help them meet their families’ nutritional needs. By creating her
organization, social entrepreneur Julie Carney found a creative way to address a large and
unmet social need in the area of hunger. In doing so, she served as an “agent of change.”
Gardens of Health helps families break out of the cycle of poverty and hunger by providing them
with knowledge and tools that will enable them to plant personal and community gardens to help
serve their nutritional needs. This, in turn, leads to better nutrition, better health, lower rates of
childhood mortality, and greater productivity. Gardens of Health has changed the model by
giving families great power and control over their lives. Many of you are familiar with the maxim:If
you give a man a fish, he will eat for a day. If you teach a man to fish, he will eat for a lifetime.Bill
Drayton, the founder and CEO of the Ashoka Fellowship modified this to state:Social
entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish, or teach how to fish. They will not rest until they
have revolutionized the fishing industry ().Julie Carney is an example of one such “revolutionary”
in the sense that she developed a means for replacing ignorance with knowledge and
dependence with empowerment. Her model can be, and in fact has been, replicated in other
communities and in other countries where people suffer from hunger and malnutrition. As we will
see throughout this book, one of the key challenges for social entrepreneurs is the development
of solutions and strategies that will help them bring about change that will eliminate or alleviate
social needs by “revolutionizing the fishing industry”. These solutions may involve radical
changes in products and services, delivery systems, infrastructure, the environment, and any or
all aspects of managing the social venture. Social entrepreneurs are “agents for change” who
develop new models and paradigms for addressing unmet social needs (Seelos & Mair, 2005).
In this sense, they are our new pioneers!Bill Drayton: A Pioneer in the Field of Social
EntrepreneurshipBill Drayton was on the fast track to corporate success when he changed
course to focus on the development of social entrepreneurship as a field. We are lucky he did!
After earning degrees at Harvard, Oxford University, and Yale Law School, Drayton went to work
for the prestigious management consulting firm McKinsey and Company in 1970. From there he
joined the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under President Jimmy Carter where he played
a significant role in changing the ways in which the agency carried out its environmental mission
(Bornstein, 1998).In 1981 Bill returned to McKinsey part-time. During his “free time” he launched
Ashoka, an organization dedicated to promoting and developing social entrepreneurs



throughout the world. Ashoka was an emperor of India in the third century B.C. After one
particularly gruesome conquest in battle, he renounced violence and dedicated the remainder of
his life to the public good (Bornstein, 1998). Drayton received a MacArthur Fellowship in 1984,
which allowed him to focus on Ashoka full time. Ashoka’s mission is:To support social
entrepreneurs who are leading and collaborating with changemakers, in a team of teams model
that addresses the fluidity of a rapidly evolving society. Ashoka believes that anyone can learn
and apply the critical skills of empathy, team work, leadership and changemaking to be
successful in the modern world ().To pursue this mission, Drayton has created the Ashoka
organization with offices throughout the world. He has also raised millions of dollars from both
private donors and foundations. These funds have allowed him to establish the Ashoka
Fellowship program, which provides grants to social entrepreneurs who have the potential to
achieve systemic and large-scale change. One such entrepreneur is Kailash Stayarthi, a 1993
Ashoka Fellow, who received the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize for his global leadership in the
movement against exploitative child labor practices, slavery, and prostitution (). Since its launch
in 1981, Ashoka has supported over 3,000 social entrepreneurs in 70 different countries.Bill
Drayton: A Pioneer in the Field of Social EntrepreneurshipBill Drayton was on the fast track to
corporate success when he changed course to focus on the development of social
entrepreneurship as a field. We are lucky he did! After earning degrees at Harvard, Oxford
University, and Yale Law School, Drayton went to work for the prestigious management
consulting firm McKinsey and Company in 1970. From there he joined the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency under President Jimmy Carter where he played a significant role in changing
the ways in which the agency carried out its environmental mission (Bornstein, 1998).In 1981 Bill
returned to McKinsey part-time. During his “free time” he launched Ashoka, an organization
dedicated to promoting and developing social entrepreneurs throughout the world. Ashoka was
an emperor of India in the third century B.C. After one particularly gruesome conquest in battle,
he renounced violence and dedicated the remainder of his life to the public good (Bornstein,
1998). Drayton received a MacArthur Fellowship in 1984, which allowed him to focus on Ashoka
full time. Ashoka’s mission is:To support social entrepreneurs who are leading and collaborating
with changemakers, in a team of teams model that addresses the fluidity of a rapidly evolving
society. Ashoka believes that anyone can learn and apply the critical skills of empathy, team
work, leadership and changemaking to be successful in the modern world ().To pursue this
mission, Drayton has created the Ashoka organization with offices throughout the world. He has
also raised millions of dollars from both private donors and foundations. These funds have
allowed him to establish the Ashoka Fellowship program, which provides grants to social
entrepreneurs who have the potential to achieve systemic and large-scale change. One such
entrepreneur is Kailash Stayarthi, a 1993 Ashoka Fellow, who received the 2014 Nobel Peace
Prize for his global leadership in the movement against exploitative child labor practices, slavery,
and prostitution (). Since its launch in 1981, Ashoka has supported over 3,000 social
entrepreneurs in 70 different countries.Creating Sustainable SolutionsA final element in our



definition of social entrepreneurship is “sustainability”. This refers to the creation of solutions that
will endure over time. In other words, it refers to the creation of longer-term solutions often
involving systemic change. Figure 1.1 illustrates this.The first of these strategies for achieving
sustainability—changing policy—refers to actions directed at influencing laws and regulations.
As an example of this strategy, Mothers Against Drunk Driving () lobbied vigorously for tougher
drunk-driving laws to reduce the number of families who would be affected by the loss of loved
ones in accidents involving drunk drivers. Similarly, MADD has emerged as a powerful
grassroots organization with local chapters throughout the United States.In recent years,
advances in technology have opened the door to social ventures employing open- source
strategies. One of the most visible examples is Wikipedia, launched by social entrepreneur
Jimmy Wales in 2001. Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia that anyone
can contribute to and edit. According to the Wikipedia website (), this social venture has grown
rapidly since its inception and is now one of the largest reference websites in the world. Almost
500 million individuals use the website each month, and the site includes 22 million articles
written in 285 different languages. In a sense, Wikipedia “democratizes” the creation of
information and provides access to issues and topics on a real-time basis.Teach for America ()
is an example of a social venture that has used the media effectively to raise awareness of the
existence of educational inequities suffered by children in poor communities and to recruit
support in the form of teachers and donations. Founded by Wendy Kopp in 1989, Teach for
America recruits recent college graduates and professionals to teach for two years in low-
income urban and rural communities in the United States. The goal is to provide a high-quality
education to students in challenged schools, thereby increasing their chances for success. In
terms of impact, 11,000 Teach for America “corps members” taught more than 750,000 students
in 2013–2014. Equally important, 32,000 alumni corps members have continued their
involvement as educational leaders and advocates. Teach for America’s use of the media has
included frequent articles in the press, publication of studies by major research organizations
such as the Urban Institute and Mathematica, two books published by Kopp herself, and
ongoing communications through vehicles such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube.
Teach for America also provides a good example of a social venture that has enhanced its
prospects for sustainability by expanding the size and geographic scope of its organization. It
has grown from an initial cohort of 500 corps members in 1990 to 11,000 today. Similarly, Teach
for America has expanded its operations to serve students in 48 regions across the United
States.Figure 1.1Different Ways in Which Social Entrepreneurs Can Achieve Lasting
Change[1].Figure 1.1Figure 1.1Different Ways in Which Social Entrepreneurs Can Achieve
Lasting Change[1].When we think of franchising, we are more inclined to think of organizations
like McDonalds or Jiffy Lube. However, franchising is a model that can be applied to a broad
range of organizations serving very different types of needs. In the case of a franchise, a “parent”
organization—the franchisor, allows others—the franchisees, to use its name and business
model, typically for the sale of goods or services. The franchisor often provides umbrella



services such as training, national advertising, and procurement that benefit the franchisees. In
commercial franchising, the franchisee pays an upfront fee to the franchisor and a percentage of
the revenues. The franchising model allows the parent company to extend its reach much more
rapidly than it could if it had to do all the work of launching new locations by itself. CHILDLINE
India is an example of “social franchising.” CHILDLINE was launched in Mumbai, India, in 1996
by social entrepreneur Jeroo Billimoria to target the needs of children in emergency or abusive
situations. Her organization provides a toll-free 24-hour helpline staffed by individuals who can
connect the children who call with medical assistance, shelter, and counseling. Recognizing that
a service such as CHILDLINE could provide benefits to children throughout India, the founders
turned to a social-franchising model as a way of replicating and building upon their early
success. In a 2012 interview, CHILDLINE’s Executive Director, Kajol Menon, stated:The model
envisaged scale from its initiation in a single city making it easy for partners to identify the
‘what’s in it for me’ and fit CHILDLINE very seamlessly into their overall mandate. The uniform
identity of CHILDLINE in terms of the common number, logo worked well. Smaller organizations
benefited from the association with the CHILDLINE brand ().At the time of that interview,
CHILDLINE India operated in 172 cities through 415 partner organizations. CHILDLINE has
fielded over 21 million phone calls and has provided assistance to over 3 million children.
CHILDLINE is currently engaged in planning for further expansion across the Asia Pacific
region.In attempting to better define social entrepreneurship, we will also discuss what it is not.
For example, social entrepreneurship is not the same as engaging in the types of voluntary
activities in which most of us take part in our daily lives. These include car washes, bake sales,
spaghetti suppers, or food booths at the local fair. This is not to suggest that these types of
activities are not necessary and important for addressing needs: they most certainly are. They
are a way for each of us to give back to our community and our fellow men and women on a day-
to-day basis. Nevertheless, they are not social entrepreneurship.As we move through this book,
we will discuss the ways in which each of the basic characteristics of social entrepreneurship
manifests itself in the various organizations that we feature in our case studies. We will also
highlight the role and importance of context by providing a global perspective on social
entrepreneurship, which will allow us to examine the ways in which creative social entrepreneurs
address unmet needs in a variety of different countries and environments.Figure
1.2Characteristics of “Social Entrepreneurship”.Figure 1.2Figure 1.2Characteristics of “Social
Entrepreneurship”.How Does Social Entrepreneurship Differ from “Commercial”
Entrepreneurship?As we will demonstrate throughout this book, there are a number of
similarities between social and commercial entrepreneurship. In both instances, the
entrepreneur must create value for his or her stakeholders. In the case of commercial
entrepreneurship, value typically comes in the form of an economic return to the shareholders
who are the owners of the firm. As we noted above, however, a social venture must create social
value. In other words, it must address an unmet social need. In our earlier example of
CHILDLINE India, the unmet social need was children in dangerous or abusive situations. As



you will recall from your courses in finance, the shareholders for commercial ventures typically
measure their returns in the form of revenues and company earnings, which in turn lead to
dividends and capital gains. The stakeholders of a social venture might measure their returns in
the form of number of individuals served, number of problems resolved, and the extent to which
an unmet need is satisfied.Traditionally, many viewed social and economic value as being
mutually exclusive. In other words, not-for-profits provide social value while for-profits provide
economic value. More recently, however, a growing number of researchers have begun
espousing the notion that social value and economic value are not necessarily separate (Austin
et al., 2006; Peredo & McLean, 2006). Rather, they are complementary dimensions of value
creation within the framework of both social and commercial ventures. Harvard’s Michael Porter
and Mark Kramer (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 5), in particular, make a strong case for the
importance of “shared value”:The concept of shared value can be defined as policies and
operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a company while simultaneously
advancing the economic and social conditions in the communities in which it operates. Shared
value creation focuses on identifying and expanding the connections between society and
economic progress.A benefit of Porter and Kramer’s definition of shared value is that it provides
a broader framework for the ways in which social entrepreneurs can create and deliver value.
They are no longer tied to the “old” nonprofit model which may work well in some situations but
less well in others. Traditionally, nonprofits have been heavily dependent on donations, grants,
and fund-raising events. This has made it very difficult for them to achieve sustainability and
scale, because these sources of funding tend to ebb and flow with changes in the economy. In
response to this challenge, new revenue and funding models, such as social franchising, have
emerged to allow for the creation of shared or blended value and a more diverse array of funding
sources.Differences in Organizational FormBoth commercial and social ventures need to select
some type of organizational form to achieve their purpose. For commercial ventures, the three
major types of organizational form are sole proprietorship, partnership, and corporation.
Corporations are typically larger and may be either publicly or privately held. Publicly held
corporations are those firms whose stock is traded on a major stock exchange. In contrast, the
shares of privately held firms are distributed among a relatively small group of insiders that may
include the entrepreneur, key employees, family members, and investors.Social ventures are
somewhat different in that they may be organized as both for-profit and not-for-profit entities. A
for-profit venture can take one of the corporate ventures’ organizational forms; however, a
nonprofit entity might be organized very differently. Each of you deals with both for-profit and not-
for-profit organizations on a daily basis, perhaps without even realizing it. As an example, when
you fill your gas tank or buy a burger at a local restaurant, you are dealing with a for-profit
company. In contrast, your college, church, and organizations such as the United Way and the
Red Cross are nonprofits. The goal of a for-profit company is to provide economic returns to its
owners. In contrast, the goal of a nonprofit organization is to redeploy any earnings or economic
returns for the benefit of those being served.As we move through the chapters of this book, we



will provide a number of examples and mini-cases illustrating for-profit, not-for-profit, and
blended social ventures. As you will see, each type of model works, and works well, within the
larger framework of social entrepreneurship.Differences in Organizational FormBoth commercial
and social ventures need to select some type of organizational form to achieve their purpose.
For commercial ventures, the three major types of organizational form are sole proprietorship,
partnership, and corporation. Corporations are typically larger and may be either publicly or
privately held. Publicly held corporations are those firms whose stock is traded on a major stock
exchange. In contrast, the shares of privately held firms are distributed among a relatively small
group of insiders that may include the entrepreneur, key employees, family members, and
investors.Social ventures are somewhat different in that they may be organized as both for-profit
and not-for-profit entities. A for-profit venture can take one of the corporate ventures’
organizational forms; however, a nonprofit entity might be organized very differently. Each of you
deals with both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations on a daily basis, perhaps without even
realizing it. As an example, when you fill your gas tank or buy a burger at a local restaurant, you
are dealing with a for-profit company. In contrast, your college, church, and organizations such
as the United Way and the Red Cross are nonprofits. The goal of a for-profit company is to
provide economic returns to its owners. In contrast, the goal of a nonprofit organization is to
redeploy any earnings or economic returns for the benefit of those being served.As we move
through the chapters of this book, we will provide a number of examples and mini-cases
illustrating for-profit, not-for-profit, and blended social ventures. As you will see, each type of
model works, and works well, within the larger framework of social entrepreneurship.Another
similarity between commercial and social ventures is that both must satisfy a variety of
“stakeholders” or individuals who have a vested interest in the organizations. For a commercial
venture, stakeholders might include stockholders, employees, managers, the Board of Directors,
customers, suppliers, and the like. Social ventures may have many or all of the same
stakeholders, particularly if they are organized as for-profit entities. If they are nonprofits,
however, they may have a somewhat different and often broader array of stakeholders. These
could include the target audience to be served, various funding sources, employees, volunteers,
and a Board of Directors or Advisory Board. As we will see, nonprofits often rely on a more
diverse mix of funding sources than for-profits do. These can include donations, grants, and
revenues from various types of fund-raising activities and events. Similarly, volunteers often
serve as an essential part of the “workforce” for nonprofits in that they create or deliver the
product or service at no cost. As we will demonstrate, the effective use of volunteers can help a
social venture keep its operating costs down, thereby maximizing the amount of capital it can
devote to serving those in need.In order to be sustainable, both commercial and social ventures
need a sound “revenue model.” The revenue model describes how the organization will generate
revenues in excess of costs. An organization that is unable to do this will not survive in the long
term. Commercial ventures typically have a revenue model that involves selling their product or
service for more than it costs to produce. As noted above, social ventures may have revenues



not only from the sale of products and services but also from donations, grants, charitable
contributions, and the like. The principle is the same, however. If the organization does not
generate revenues in excess of costs, it will not survive. Successful social ventures understand
this, just as successful commercial ventures do, and take great pains to develop and articulate
their revenue model. It is one of the fundamental keys to success and longevity for both
commercial and social ventures. In light of this, we will take the time to discuss the revenue
models of many of the social ventures we highlight in this book.How “Big” Is Social
Entrepreneurship?Due to the different definitions of social entrepreneurship, it is difficult to get a
sense of how many social ventures are actually out there. Nevertheless, several important
sources help provide perspective. The first of these is the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, or
GEM, which conducted a study of social entrepreneurship activity in 49 countries in 2009
(Terjesen et al., 2012). Social entrepreneurs were those who responded “yes” to the following
survey question:Are you, alone or with others, currently trying to start or currently owning and
managing any kind of activity, organization or initiative that has a particularly social,
environmental or community objective? This might including providing services or training to
socially deprived or disabled persons, using profits for socially oriented purposes, organizing
self-help groups for community action, etc. (Terjesen et al., 2012, p. 37).Results of this study
revealed considerable variation in the level of social entrepreneurship across countries and
geographical regions. From a regional perspective, the highest level of social entrepreneurship
was found in the United States, where 5 percent of the adult working-age population was
engaged in social entrepreneurship. In contrast, Western Europe had a prevalence rate of 3.08
percent, and Southeast Asia had the lowest prevalence rate of 1.64 percent.Table 1.1 Social
Entrepreneurship Prevalence Rates as a Percentage of the Working-Age Population in
2009Region%United States5.00Caribbean5.17Latin America3.06Sub-Saharan
Africa3.22Western Europe3.08Eastern Europe2.65Middle East and North Africa1.91Southeast
Asia1.64RegionRegion%%United States5.00Caribbean5.17Latin America3.06Sub-Saharan
Africa3.22Western Europe3.08Eastern Europe2.65Middle East and North Africa1.91Southeast
Asia1.64Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2009 Report on Social Entrepreneurship.The
2009 GEM study also revealed some interesting contrasts between social entrepreneurship and
commercial entrepreneurship:Although there is still a global gender gap in the prevalence of
social entrepreneurship with women participating at lower levels, the gap is smaller than in
commercial entrepreneurship.Social entrepreneurs tend to be younger, on average, than
commercial entrepreneurs. Those most likely to launch social ventures are in the 25–35 and 35–
44 age ranges.Individuals with higher levels of education are more likely to engage in social
entrepreneurship.Another valuable source of information illustrating the impact of nonprofit
social ventures is The Nonprofit Almanac published by the Urban Institute (Roeger et al., 2012).
In contrast to the GEM report, which provides a global perspective for both profit and nonprofit
social ventures, the almanac provides a perspective on just one country, the United States, and
just one segment of social entrepreneurship, nonprofits. In terms of economic impact, the



almanac estimates that in 2010, nonprofit organizations accounted for 5.5 percent of the gross
domestic product (GDP) and 9 percent of wages (Roeger et al., 2012, p. 24).There are a number
of different types of organizations within the almanac’s broad category of “nonprofits.” This report
reveals that there were approximately 1 million nonprofits organized as 501(c)(3) public charities
in the United States in 2010. This represents a growth rate of 42.3 percent since 2000. In terms
of sector, human-service public charities providing services such as job training, housing,
disaster assistance, youth development, and food distribution represented one-third of the total,
while education, the second largest sector, accounted for approximately one-fifth of the
total.These reports provide a wealth of information on the relative size, scope, and impact of
social entrepreneurship. They also reveal that social entrepreneurship is growing, and growing
rapidly. Why is this? And why now?Table 1.2 Public Charities in the United States by Sector,
2010SectorNumber%Arts, culture, and
humanities39,53610.8Education66,76918.2Environment16,3834.5Health44,12812.1Human
services124,36034.0International and foreign affairs7,5332.1Other public and social
benefit43,87512.0Religion-related23,5026.4Total366,086100.1*SectorSectorNumberNumber%
%Arts, culture, and
humanities39,53610.8Education66,76918.2Environment16,3834.5Health44,12812.1Human
services124,36034.0International and foreign affairs7,5332.1Other public and social
benefit43,87512.0Religion-related23,5026.4Total366,086100.1*Source: The Nonprofit Almanac,
2012.*Numbers total over 100% due to rounding.Why Is Social Entrepreneurship So Important
in Today’s World?Social entrepreneurship is not a new phenomenon. In fact, it has been around
for many years. Early social entrepreneurs included Florence Nightingale (1821–1920), who
nursed wounded soldiers during the Crimean War and went on to found the first school of
nursing, and William Lever (1851–1925), founder of Lever Brothers, who sought “to make
cleanliness commonplace.” During the last decade, however, social entrepreneurship has
received considerably more attention as the number of social ventures increases and a growing
number of colleges and universities are adding courses on social entrepreneurship to their
curricula. Why has social entrepreneurship become such an important topic in recent years?
Figure 1.3Social Entrepreneurship in Today’s World.Figure 1.3Figure 1.3Social
Entrepreneurship in Today’s World.As presented in Figure 1.3, one likely reason is the growing
disenchantment of an increasing number of entrepreneurs with what we will refer to as the
“Gordon Gekko School of Management.” Gordon Gekko was a somewhat unsavory investment
banker, played by actor Michael Douglas in the film Wall Street (1987), who had an important
role in corrupting a young investment banker played by Charlie Sheen. One of Gordon’s more
memorable quotes in that movie was “greed, for lack of a better word, is good,” and his lavish
lifestyle and disregard for others reinforced that principle. In contrast, many of today’s social
entrepreneurs are more focused on what has been called the “triple bottom line,” which includes
not only profits, but also people and the planet. They believe in sharing the benefits of their
personal success by giving back to others. Many of you share this belief and demonstrate it



through your actions when you donate time, money, or talent to worthy causes such as Habitat
for Humanity, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, or local soup kitchens. Increasingly, successful
entrepreneurs are feeling that it is not enough to be personally successful. They feel the need to
go the extra mile in order to help others succeed. Interestingly enough, a sequel to Wall Street
titled Wall Street Never Sleeps was released in 2010, featuring Michael Douglas again as a
somewhat rehabilitated Gorden Gekko and Shia LaBeouf as his daughter’s fiancé. Together they
develop a plan to take down yet another villainous investment banker played by Josh Brolin.A
second factor driving social entrepreneurship is the growing realization that no government, no
matter how large or how encompassing, can address all needs. In light of this, social
entrepreneurs often seek to address the gaps where needs are unmet or not fully met. As an
example, in the United States, government at the federal, state, and local levels is heavily
involved in issues such as health, nutrition, education, the environment, and safety.
Nevertheless, there are gaps in these services that create opportunities for social entrepreneurs.
One such social venture is My Sister’s Place, a transitional living facility for women and children
in Hartford, Connecticut. Established in 1982, My Sister’s Place is “a safe haven for those who
are suddenly forced into the streets due to domestic violence, eviction, unemployment or mental
illness” (). Both paid and volunteer staff work with clients, primarily women, to develop life and
job skills that will allow them to move into safer, more permanent housing. In doing so, the staff
also make it possible for these women to remain with or be reunited with their children rather
than placing them in other state-funded programs. In this sense, social ventures do not seek to
duplicate the services provided by government agencies but rather to supplement them. Many
suggest that they do so more efficiently and at lower cost, partially due to their reliance on
volunteer rather than paid labor. This less costly form of service delivery is one of the ways in
which social ventures create economic value for their constituents as well as for taxpayers.A
third contributor to the rapid growth of social entrepreneurship is the lingering effects of a
worldwide “Great Recession” and the slow period of recovery that has followed it. During the
Great Recession, which lasted from December 2007 to June 2009 (U.S. Business Cycle
Expansions and Contractions, 2014), 8 million people lost their jobs in the United States. As we
write this book, almost four years after the end of the recession, only half of those individuals
have found new employment. Since 2008, thousands of families have lost homes, savings, self-
respect, and often, hope. European nations have also suffered through their own financial crises,
some more than others. The situation in Greece has been particularly dire, and today, over 25
percent of the working-age population is unemployed in that country. In the face of these
financial crises and looming government deficits, many countries, including the United States,
have responded with a policy of “austerity.” This has led to dramatic cuts in government
programs targeting such areas as education, health, and even safety. Thus, we find ourselves in
an environment where the talents of enterprising social entrepreneurs are needed more than
ever. Finally, poor and developing nations are home to millions of the world’s most needy.
Studies suggest that the effects of the global recession were even greater on these countries



than on the developing nations where the recession began (International Monetary Fund, 2009a;
ibid., 2009b).A final factor contributing to the rise of social entrepreneurship is the recognition
that business principles and practices can be harnessed to address social as well as
commercial needs. Disciplines such as accounting, finance, marketing, management, and
operations are part of the social entrepreneur’s “tool kit,” assembled to help launch, develop, and
grow the venture. We have recognized that social ventures, like commercial ones, benefit from
having a mission, goals, systems and controls, and measurable outcomes. This realization, in
turn, has led to a more systematic approach to the management of social ventures. In other
words, a good heart and good intentions may help you get started on the path of social
entrepreneurship, but to finish the race and to have a sustained impact, you must also create a
structure and system for managing your venture. This book provides examples of ways in which
successful social entrepreneurs have achieved this goal.A Global Perspective and the Role of
ContextThe term context refers to the larger environment in which an entrepreneurial venture
operates, and a basic premise throughout this book is that context matters. The larger
environment shapes the types of social ventures that are established as well as the strategies
they employ. From a global perspective, the implication is that social ventures may take very
different forms in developed versus developing countries.A common belief is that the lack of
entrepreneurship is a primary source of poverty in developing countries. According to data
compiled by the United Nations and studies conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), however, proportionately more individuals are engaged in
entrepreneurial activities in developing countries. In fact, most developing countries are teeming
with entrepreneurs, including thousands of individuals selling just about every product and
service you can imagine on the streets.The type of social venture is also differentiated by
context. Entrepreneurs in developing countries seek to eradicate poverty, hunger, and lack of
essential services such as healthcare, education, clean water, housing, and basic safety.
Entrepreneurs in these countries launch social ventures to assist their own communities by
empowering their fellow citizens, helping them to achieve independence, and breaking the cycle
of poverty. Thus, in developing economies, social entrepreneurs often address large gaps in the
provision of life-sustaining services. In doing so, these entrepreneurs often become role models
and leaders within their communities, their countries, or the world at large. Grameen Bank
founder Professor Mohammed Yunus is a powerful example of this. Yunus revolutionized lending
and finance in his native Bangladesh by developing the concept of microcredit or the provision
of small loans to entrepreneurs who are too poor to qualify for traditional bank loans. His
achievements and impact have been recognized both within his own country and internationally.
In 2006, Yunus, who was also an Ashoka Fellow, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his
work, which has served as a global model for combating poverty and empowering small
entrepreneurs ().In contrast, social entrepreneurship in developed economies often emerges,
not through personal experience with an unmet social need, but rather through knowledge,
awareness, and information coupled with the drive to “do good” and make the world a better



place. Like the social entrepreneurs in developing economies, social entrepreneurs in developed
economies target unmet social needs. Although some of these needs may be gaps in life-
sustaining services, these entrepreneurs are equally likely to target gaps that are life-enhancing.
In other words, the products and services they provide are not necessary for day-to-day survival,
but they do provide opportunities for individuals to improve their lot and live a better life. In this
sense, social entrepreneurs in developed economies can supplement the services that are
already in place and provided by government, business, and civic organizations. Habitat for
Humanity is an example of a social venture that originated in the United States but has rapidly
spread throughout the world. Habitat mobilizes donors and volunteers to build and repair homes
for individuals and families who would otherwise not be able to afford them (). Currently, Habitat
has over 1,500 local affiliates in the United States and has worked with organizations around the
world to build or repair over 600,000 houses.In other instances, social entrepreneurs cross
contextual boundaries by providing services in developing economies that are supported by the
sale of goods and services in developed economies. This is an increasingly popular economic
model for social entrepreneurship because it provides a pathway to sustainability. TOMS Shoes
founder Blake Mycoskie settled upon this model when he launched his social venture (). TOMS
produces and sells shoes that are priced at a level that allows the firm to give a second pair of
shoes to a child in a developing country. As the TOMS website notes:Shoes help protect
children’s feet from cuts, infections and diseases. When children are healthy, they can attend
school, fight minor illnesses and grow up to reach their full potential.TOMS sells its shoes in
developed economies such as the United States, in a broad range of retail outlets. Revenues
from these sales has allowed TOMS to distribute free shoes and other types of footwear to
children in over 60 countries.Organization of This BookThis book will examine social ventures at
different stages of their life cycles. The life-cycle model contends that firms, or in this case, social
ventures, move through various stages from the initial idea to launch, development, growth, and
maturity. Each of these stages presents the entrepreneur with a different set of opportunities and
challenges. In turn, the entrepreneur’s ability to secure needed resources, develop, and adapt
strategy will determine whether or not the organization survives and grows or becomes one of
the many casualties of good intentions combined with failed implementation. As we move
through this book together, we will learn about the different stages in the life cycle as well as the
opportunities and challenges faced by the social entrepreneur at each stage.Each of the
chapters in this book will also address a key aspect of developing, launching, and growing a
social venture. Such aspects include opportunity recognition, acquiring resources, financing the
venture, and human-capital requirements in the form of education, training, and experience. We
will also talk about how successful social entrepreneurs adapt to changes in their environment,
as well as the ways in which they measure performance and success. Our goal is to help you
gain a thorough understanding of the characteristics of social entrepreneurship and the key
drivers of success in both developed and developing economies. This knowledge should
increase your appreciation for the fact that social entrepreneurship can take many forms,



depending on the context in which the entrepreneur operates and his or her motivations and
goals for the social venture.Chapter QuestionsWhat are some of the key elements to be
included in a definition of social entrepreneurship?What does the term “social value” mean?How
does social value differ from “economic value”?Why is it important for a social venture to develop
“sustainable” solutions?How does social entrepreneurship differ from volunteerism? Is one more
important than the other? Explain.What is the difference between a not-for-profit and a for-profit
social venture?Why is social entrepreneurship so important today? What events have occurred
since 2008 to create unmet social needs?Provide some examples of unmet social needs. What
are some of the ways in which a social entrepreneur might address each of these?What does
the term “context” mean? How does context affect the types of social ventures that are
established in a particular community?Whether you realize it or not, you have already dealt with
a number of social ventures. Think about some of the products or services you have bought or
some of the organizations you or your parents have donated time or money to. Describe some of
these social ventures. What unmet social needs do they serve?Case StudyKaBOOM!KaBOOM!
is a nonprofit social venture “dedicated to saving play for America’s children” (). Social
entrepreneur Darell Hammond founded KaBOOM! in 1995 after reading a news article about
two children who suffocated while playing in an abandoned car because they did not have
anywhere safe to play. The organization’s mission is to:create great playspaces through the
participation and leadership of communities. Ultimately, we envision a place to play within
walking distance of every child in America.According to Hammond, American children suffer
from a “play deficit.” He contends that this generation plays less than any previous generation,
thus leading to physical, intellectual, social, and emotional problems, including the
following:Childhood obesityAttention deficit/hyperactivity, anxiety, and depressionViolence and
other behavioral problemsStunted social, cognitive, and creative developmentHammond further
contends that the lack of healthy play spaces contributes to less green space in cities and
community fragmentation because residents do not have places for shared recreation. Children
in poor communities are particularly vulnerable because they do not have the public or private
resources needed for playgrounds.Hammond used a twofold strategy to attack this problem.
First, he works with organizations embedded in their communities that can help plan and
ultimately manage and maintain the playgrounds. KaBOOM! provides training to these
organizations on how to plan and develop a large project, how to mobilize community
volunteers, and how to raise funds. These skills empower local organizations and give them the
confidence to mobilize around other needs in the community.Second, KaBOOM! develops team-
building activities for corporate volunteers who work with the community partner to build the
playground. Corporate partners provide financial support in the form of fees for team-building
experiences and donations. The entire process culminates in a Build Day, which brings together
both community and corporate volunteers to share the sense of accomplishment that comes
with completing a playground project. The success of this initiative often results in an increased
level of commitment to and support for that community on the part of participating corporations



and employees. This unique combination of both community and corporate involvement has
enabled KaBOOM! to build “kid-inspired” play spaces in communities across all 50 states. Since
its founding, over 2,200 playgrounds serving almost 6 million children have been built.Case
QuestionsWhat unmet social need does KaBOOM! target?How does KaBOOM! create social
value?Has KaBOOM! served as an agent of change in the communities it serves? Explain.What
steps has KaBOOM! taken to ensure sustainability?A Call to ActionSocial entrepreneurs, like
commercial entrepreneurs, often launch their ventures because they have a passion. In the case
of social entrepreneurs, that passion is directed toward a particular social cause or unmet need.
As you think about your own attitudes toward various social causes and needs, what is your
passion? As an example, First Lady Michelle Obama has expressed a passion for healthy eating
and exercise, particularly for children and teens, to help combat the growing problem of
childhood obesity in the United States. How has she expressed this passion, and what type of
impact has she had? In considering your own passion for a particular social need, how might
you take action to address that need, or what actions have you already taken? Possible actions
you might take:Volunteer with a community-based organization that addresses the unmet social
need.Work with campus-based organizations or clubs to address the need.Organize an event or
fundraiser.Participate in a service-learning project.Participate in an Alternative Spring Break
project.Create your own organization to address the unmet social need.Use social media to
create a community of individuals who share your passion.Work the WebIn “A Call to Action” you
identified a social cause or unmet social need that you are passionate about. Use the web to
identify social ventures that target that need. How many did you find? Pick one such social
venture and describe its characteristics. What is its history? What is its mission? Whom does it
serve? How does it create social value? What organizational model does it use? Is your social
venture local, national, or international in scope? How does your social venture serve as an
agent of change? What strategies has your venture used to achieve sustainability? Remember
that by sustainability we are referring to the ability of the venture to last over a period of
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EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able toidentify and discuss
major theoretical models that apply to social entrepreneurshipdistinguish between major
organizational models used by social venturesdiscuss the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the different organizational modelsprovide examples of other social ventures
that employ the organizational models covered in this chapterdiscuss different ways in which
these social ventures deliver social valueThe Role of Theoretical Models in Understanding
Social EntrepreneurshipIn Chapter 1, we presented the definition of social entrepreneurship that
we will use throughout this book. We emphasized the importance of creating social value by
addressing an unmet social need such as poverty, hunger, education, the environment, or social
justice. Most definitions of social entrepreneurship include the creation of social value as a key
element. Many social ventures also create some type of economic value as well, as a means of
achieving sustainability. In this sense, social and economic value are not necessarily mutually
exclusive but rather are parts of a continuum (Austin et al., 2006). As we will see, some
organizations place more emphasis on the creation of social value, others on the creation of
economic value, and a growing number of organizations are striving to achieve a balance
between the two. These “hybrid” organizations create the type of “shared value” that we
discussed in Chapter 1.In this chapter, we will discuss some of the theoretical models that help
explain social entrepreneurship while also providing a framework for understanding how and
why it works. As you will see, these theoretical models often complement each other. By
considering all of them together, we are able to gain a broader and fuller understanding of our
topic. We will also present different organizational models for social entrepreneurship ranging
from nonprofit to for-profit commercial enterprises, as well as hybrid forms. Each of these
models has been used to help countless social entrepreneurs achieve their goals. The selection
of a particular model depends on the goals of the entrepreneur and the context or environment
in which he or she operates. Finally, we will conclude our chapter with a discussion of delivery-
system models for creating social value. We will see that organizations can create and deliver
social value through the products and services they produce, the means by which they produce
them, or the ways in which they distribute profits from the sale of those goods and



services.Theoretical Foundations for Social EntrepreneurshipAlthough the phenomenon of
social entrepreneurship is not new, social entrepreneurship theory is relatively new and is still
developing. Nevertheless, social entrepreneurship theory is grounded in some of the major
theories that have emerged through our study of entrepreneurship as a whole. In this section, we
will briefly discuss and provide examples of some of the major entrepreneurship theories, which
also serve as a foundation for our study of social entrepreneurship.The Theory of CognitionTwo
important and related theories that apply to social entrepreneurship are the theory of cognition
and effectuation theory. The theory of cognition examines how individuals access and process
information (Mitchell et al., 2002). From the standpoint of social entrepreneurship, we would
anticipate that the entrepreneur’s actions are shaped by the types of information he or she has
access to and how he or she processes and reacts to that information. For example, someone
who learns about the problem of hunger may be motivated to take action toward alleviating that
problem. In the case of KaBOOM! presented in Chapter 1, social entrepreneur Darell Hammond
was motivated by the lack of safe and available playspaces for children in poor neighborhoods.
The theory of cognition stresses the importance of the social entrepreneur’s environment and
the ways in which he or she interprets it (Eggers & Kaplan, 2013). That, in turn, shapes the way
in which the entrepreneur’s organization responds to the unmet social need.Effectuation
TheoryRelated to the theory of cognition is effectuation theory (Sarasvathy 2001, 2004), which
contends that individuals operate under conditions of environmental uncertainty. In the face of
this uncertainty, they respond by selecting a course of action from a range of possible
alternatives. Effectuation theory is particularly relevant for our study of social entrepreneurship
because, like the theory of cognition, it emphasizes the impact of environment or context on the
entrepreneur. This is one of the themes that we introduced in the first chapter and will continue
to develop as we move through this book. As we will see, all social entrepreneurs face some
degree of uncertainty. The nature of these uncertainties varies and depends on where the
entrepreneur is and the type of environment in which he or she is operating. Uncertainties in a
developed economy may include things such as the state of the economy, the impact of cultural
trends, laws and regulations, and taxation. Conversely, in a developing economy, uncertainties
could also include things like civil wars, political coups, famine and starvation, epidemics,
censorship, and human rights violations. Each of these will shape the way in which social
entrepreneurs perceive their environment as well as the choices they make in developing,
launching, and growing their social ventures.Effectuation Theory in Practice: The Embrace Baby
WarmerThe four entrepreneurs who founded Embrace (), a social venture that developed a low-
cost baby warmer for use in developing countries, provide us with an example of effectuation
theory in action. Jane Chen, Linus Liang, Naganand Murty, and Rahul Panicker were all students
enrolled in the Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme Affordability Program at Stanford University
when they conceived the idea for their Embrace baby warmer. An estimated 20 million
premature or low-birth-weight babies are born annually, and approximately 4 million of them,
typically in developing nations, die, many due to hypothermia. As soon as a baby is born and



leaves the mother’s womb, its body temperature starts to drop. Premature and low-birth-weight
babies do not have enough body fat to maintain a healthy body temperature, so they are
particularly vulnerable. Initially the four entrepreneurs, who were all students at Stanford
University, developed a smaller and more affordable version of the traditional type of incubator
that is used in hospitals. They recognized, however, that many of the babies they wanted to
target with their product were born in rural communities that did not have ready access to either
hospitals or a reliable source of electricity to power a traditional incubator. In response to the
environmental uncertainty, the four entrepreneurs developed a revolutionary technology to solve
this unmet social need. The resulting Embrace baby warmer consists of a small sleeping bag
with an interior pouch that holds a heating pad. That pad contains a specialized wax-like
material that melts at 37 degrees Celsius (body temperature) and remains at that temperature
for four to six hours. Mothers can “activate” the baby warmer by heating the pouch for about 25
minutes using either an electric or hot-water heater. Thus, this product does not rely on a steady
source of electricity. Embrace is also highly portable and sells for a fraction of the cost of
traditional incubators ($200 vs. $20,000).Embrace works with local nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) to distribute the baby warmers to hospitals and community healthcare
clinics. These organizations, in turn, identify the mothers who need a baby warmer to keep their
newborn healthy. The Embrace story provides us with an excellent example of both the theory of
cognition and effectuation theory. The founding entrepreneurs learned about the problem of
infant mortality due to hypothermia in developing countries (cognition). They also revised and
revolutionized their design to accommodate the environmental uncertainties found in rural
communities (effectuation). In creating the Embrace baby warmer, these entrepreneurs have
served as “agents of change” in the design and delivery of healthcare for mothers and their
babies in developing economies.The Resource-Based ViewA third important theory is the
resource-based view (RBV), which is grounded in the premise that each firm represents an
amalgam of tangible and intangible resources (Barney, 1991). Tangible resources can include
financial capital and other endowments, plant and equipment, and people. Intangible resources
can include human capital in the form of education and experience, and social capital in the form
of contacts and networks. Within the context of social entrepreneurship, the RBV recognizes that
entrepreneurs do not necessarily have all of the resources they need to launch their venture and
make it succeed. Alternatively, social entrepreneurs typically draw upon both internal and
external resources and capabilities. Using our example of the Embrace baby warmer, internal
resources included things like the time, energy, and talent of the four founding entrepreneurs.
External resources include things like financial support from donors and major corporations and
a network of nongovernmental agencies to aid in distribution. In the case of Second Life Bikes,
described below, these resources could include volunteer labor, space, and financial capital.
Second Life Bikes also illustrates the importance of intangible assets such as the sense of
community, ownership, and pride that comes with repairing and recycling used
bikes.BricolageThe theory of bricolage is closely related to the RBV in that it also describes how



entrepreneurs acquire the resources that they need to succeed. Bricolage as a term was first
introduced by anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (Levi-Strauss 1967) to explain the process of
recombining available resources to achieve new ways of solving problems or exploiting
opportunities. More recently, bricolage has been identified as a strategy that may be particularly
appropriate for resource-constrained organizations (Baker, 2007). According to Baker and
Nelson (2005), bricolage has three primary characteristics. First, it incorporates a bias toward
action in addressing the problem or opportunity at hand. Second, bricolage frequently involves
finding value in inputs that other businesses view as worthless. Third, bricolage involves the
combination of resources to achieve a new purpose.The theory of bricolage is particularly
appropriate for our study of social entrepreneurship because social entrepreneurs often tackle
issues or problems representing society’s unmet needs. These include areas such as education,
health, hunger, human rights and social justice, and the environment. These important needs
often “fall through the cracks,” particularly for some segments of the population. In light of this,
the social entrepreneur’s task is to find new and creative ways of addressing them. Social
ventures are also frequently associated with resource-poor environments such as poor
communities and developing economies. Thus, the social entrepreneur needs to be proactive in
finding and utilizing resources that can be leveraged to create social value (Di Domenico et al.,
2010). In addition to the RBV, Second Life Bikes provides us with an example of bricolage in
action.Bricolage in Action: Second Life BikesSecond Life Bikes () has a mission to get more
people, especially kids, on bikes, more often. Founded by social entrepreneur Kerri Martin and
located in Asbury Park, New Jersey, Second Life Bikes has become a community hub where
people can donate used bikes; learn bicycle repair, maintenance, and safety; and acquire a
refurbished bike after a certain number of volunteer hours. The organization’s social goal is to
provide bikes, and therefore exercise, to urban children who would not otherwise be able to
afford one. These children also gain a sense of purpose and self-respect from “earning” their
bike through volunteering and working on bikes in the shop.Second Life Bikes relies heavily on
resources from within the community, including volunteer labor and donations in the form of
time, money, and used bicycles. As a growing number of individuals learn about the organization
and its mission, Second Life Bikes has also been able to generate financial resources by selling
used bikes after they have been refurbished. Second Life Bikes is an excellent example of social
bricolage in that its founders make use of available resources in the community; specifically,
used bicycles and parts that would otherwise be thrown away. These used bicycles “achieve a
new purpose” by providing children with a safe environment, skills, and a sense of
purpose.Organizational Models for Social EntrepreneurshipIn this section we will describe the
three major organizational forms adopted by social ventures. These are the not-for-profit, for-
profit, and hybrid models. Although we often associate social ventures with nonprofit entities,
organizations are increasingly turning to the for-profit and hybrid forms, for reasons that we will
delineate below. Another point to bear in mind is that often these organizational models are not
discrete forms but rather stages along a continuum that ranges from “pure” nonprofits to “pure”



for-profits, or commercial, entities. As we will see in our case studies and examples, an
organization can fall anywhere along that continuum.The Not-for-Profit ModelThe traditional
organizational model for a social venture is organized as a not-for-profit entity. Unlike commercial
ventures, nonprofits do not distribute earnings (revenues minus expenses) to shareholders.
Instead, they use surplus funds to serve their various constituencies. There are a number of
benefits associated with being organized as a nonprofit. One benefit is that nonprofits are
typically exempt from many local, state, and federal taxes, thereby allowing them to devote a
larger share of their income to providing services. A second benefit typically associated with the
nonprofit model is that charitable contributions enjoy favorable tax treatment, thereby serving as
an encouragement to potential donors. A third and very important benefit is that it may be easier
for a nonprofit venture to remain “true” to its social mission because there is no pressure from
shareholders to maintain stock prices or maximize earnings in the short term.Most nonprofit
social ventures in the United States are organized as 501(c)(3) organizations. This designation
refers to a section of the Internal Revenue Code and applies to organizations that do not
distribute earnings to any private owner or individual (). Instead, 501(c)(3) organizations, also
referred to as “charitable organizations,” channel earnings into serving their various
constituencies. Organizations fitting this definition are not required to pay taxes on their earnings.
They are also eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, a major source of revenue for
many nonprofit social ventures.Nonprofits in CanadaIn Canada the nonprofit sector includes
three types of organizations: registered charities, foundations, and nonprofit organizations
(Carter & Cooper, 2009). Charities run programs that meet the criteria described by the
Canadian Revenue Agency’s Charities Directorate, which regulates charities. As in the United
States, individuals and groups who donate to charities are eligible for tax benefits. Foundations
are one type of registered charity that exists primarily for the distribution of funds. Nonprofit
organizations are clubs, organizations, or associations that are not charities but are organized
and operated for the purpose of social welfare and civic improvement. Like charities, they enjoy
tax benefits. Nonprofit corporations are “hybrids” incorporated as a legal entity separate from
members and directors. These firms can earn profits, but those profits must be directed toward
fulfilling the firm’s mission rather than being distributed to shareholders, members, and directors
().Case StudyNot-for-Profit Model: Habitat for HumanityHabitat for Humanity () is an example of
a nonprofit social venture. According to its mission statement:Habitat for Humanity believes that
every man, woman and child should have a decent, safe and affordable place to live. We build
and repair houses all over the world using volunteer labor and donations. Our partner families
purchase these houses through no-profit, no-interest mortgage loans or innovative financing
methods.Habitat pursues this mission by using volunteers to rehabilitate homes in low-income
or poverty-stricken communities worldwide. These homes are then sold at an affordable price to
families who would not otherwise be able to buy them. Funding for Habitat’s activities comes
from grants and donations from both individuals and major corporations. Since its launch in
1976, Habitat for Humanity has helped to provide housing for over 600,000 families.Despite



these fairly considerable advantages, there are several disadvantages of the nonprofit form. One
is the fact that many of the constituencies served by nonprofits cannot actually afford to pay for
the services they receive. Thus, the organization cannot rely on revenues from “customers” as a
stable source of income. In contrast, many nonprofits spend an inordinate amount of time trying
to raise funds from a variety of alternative sources. Thus, many of them are chronically resource-
constrained, making it difficult for them to make a significant impact or scale their operation.
Second, these resource constraints also make it difficult to hire and retain skilled managers
because salaries and other benefits in the nonprofit sector are typically lower than they are in the
for-profit sector. Resource constraints also lead to heavy reliance on work done by volunteers
who may work intermittently rather than consistently on any given task, thereby making it more
difficult to achieve measurable results.The For-Profit ModelSome older definitions of social
entrepreneurship focus heavily on the nonprofit organizational form. In recent years, however,
this has changed: a growing number of newer social ventures are organized as for-profit or
hybrid entities. A for-profit venture provides an economic return to shareholders who are the
owners of the firm. In a publicly held company, those economic returns come in the form of
dividends and capital gains. In a privately held company, economic returns come in the form of
distributions to shareholders who might include the entrepreneur, members of his or her family,
key employees, and investors.To a certain extent, the for-profit form of organization “corrects” for
some of the disadvantages associated with a nonprofit venture. If the organization is a publicly
held company, it has access to a broad range of financing sources, including bank loans and
publicly issued debt and equity, in addition to donations, grants, and the sale of products and
services. For-profit ventures also, by their very nature, place an emphasis on generating a profit.
This forces them to ensure that revenues exceed expenses. Both of these factors increase the
amount of capital available to fund operation activities and investments. Thus, for-profit entities
are in a better position to pay market rates for talented managers and employees. Unlike
nonprofits, they are less likely to operate at a loss or to be heavily reliant on volunteers for
managing day-to-day operations.Case StudyFor-Profit Model: HINTHINT Water () is an example
of a for-profit social venture. HINT was founded in San Francisco by Kara Golden as a means of
fighting the growing epidemic of childhood obesity in the United States and providing an
alternative to sugared drinks and sodas. HINT produces and sells naturally flavored bottled
water and urges its customers to “Drink Water, Not Sugar.” It is sold nationally in a variety of
retail, grocery, and natural food chains, including and Whole Foods. In 2012, HINT’s revenues
exceeded $30 million.One of the challenges of operating a for-profit venture is the challenge of
achieving the right balance between social and economic goals. Some researchers suggest that
pressure to produce profits and returns for shareholders can lead for-profit entities to stray from
their social mission. They note that the goals of the social entrepreneurs and those of
shareholders and investors may be so far apart as to make it difficult to balance the two.
Nevertheless, the for-profit model can be very effective in addressing one of the major
challenges faced by social ventures—generating and raising sufficient funds to survive and



grow.For-Profit Organizational FormsFor-profits take on one of three major organizational forms:
sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2014, pp. 5–9). A sole
proprietorship consists of one individual who goes into business for him- or herself. There may
be additional employees, but there is one sole owner, the originating entrepreneur. Sole
proprietorships tend to be very small and typically operate at a local level. Major advantages
include ease of entry and limited reporting requirements. From a tax perspective, sole
proprietorships also have an advantage in that the entrepreneur does not have to file separate
tax forms for his or her personal earnings and company earnings. For this type of organization,
both personal and company earnings are reported on the entrepreneur’s personal income tax
form and are subject to personal income tax.The second organizational form, a partnership,
occurs when two or more individuals establish a firm. A partnership offers many of the same
advantages as a sole proprietorship. In addition, a partnership has the advantage of being able
to raise larger amounts of capital since it can draw upon the financial resources of more than
one owner. However, a disadvantage for both partnerships and sole proprietorships is the
problem of unlimited liability. This means that the firm and the owners can be sued; there is no
“boundary” between the two. Nevertheless, firm owners have found several ways to manage the
challenge of unlimited liability. One way is through the purchase of liability insurance, a common
practice. For partnerships, there is also the “limited” form. Limited partners contribute capital, but
in the event of a lawsuit or failure of the firm, they are only liable for the amount of capital they
have already put in. Hence, their potential for loss is “limited.”2 Theories and Models of Social
EntrepreneurshipObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able toidentify and discuss
major theoretical models that apply to social entrepreneurshipdistinguish between major
organizational models used by social venturesdiscuss the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the different organizational modelsprovide examples of other social ventures
that employ the organizational models covered in this chapterdiscuss different ways in which
these social ventures deliver social valueObjectivesAfter studying this chapter you will be able
toidentify and discuss major theoretical models that apply to social entrepreneurshipdistinguish
between major organizational models used by social venturesdiscuss the relative advantages
and disadvantages of the different organizational modelsprovide examples of other social
ventures that employ the organizational models covered in this chapterdiscuss different ways in
which these social ventures deliver social valueidentify and discuss major theoretical models
that apply to social entrepreneurshipdistinguish between major organizational models used by
social venturesdiscuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of the different organizational
modelsprovide examples of other social ventures that employ the organizational models covered
in this chapterdiscuss different ways in which these social ventures deliver social valueThe Role
of Theoretical Models in Understanding Social EntrepreneurshipIn Chapter 1, we presented the
definition of social entrepreneurship that we will use throughout this book. We emphasized the
importance of creating social value by addressing an unmet social need such as poverty,
hunger, education, the environment, or social justice. Most definitions of social entrepreneurship



include the creation of social value as a key element. Many social ventures also create some
type of economic value as well, as a means of achieving sustainability. In this sense, social and
economic value are not necessarily mutually exclusive but rather are parts of a continuum
(Austin et al., 2006). As we will see, some organizations place more emphasis on the creation of
social value, others on the creation of economic value, and a growing number of organizations
are striving to achieve a balance between the two. These “hybrid” organizations create the type
of “shared value” that we discussed in Chapter 1.In this chapter, we will discuss some of the
theoretical models that help explain social entrepreneurship while also providing a framework for
understanding how and why it works. As you will see, these theoretical models often
complement each other. By considering all of them together, we are able to gain a broader and
fuller understanding of our topic. We will also present different organizational models for social
entrepreneurship ranging from nonprofit to for-profit commercial enterprises, as well as hybrid
forms. Each of these models has been used to help countless social entrepreneurs achieve their
goals. The selection of a particular model depends on the goals of the entrepreneur and the
context or environment in which he or she operates. Finally, we will conclude our chapter with a
discussion of delivery-system models for creating social value. We will see that organizations
can create and deliver social value through the products and services they produce, the means
by which they produce them, or the ways in which they distribute profits from the sale of those
goods and services.Theoretical Foundations for Social EntrepreneurshipAlthough the
phenomenon of social entrepreneurship is not new, social entrepreneurship theory is relatively
new and is still developing. Nevertheless, social entrepreneurship theory is grounded in some of
the major theories that have emerged through our study of entrepreneurship as a whole. In this
section, we will briefly discuss and provide examples of some of the major entrepreneurship
theories, which also serve as a foundation for our study of social entrepreneurship.The Theory
of CognitionTwo important and related theories that apply to social entrepreneurship are the
theory of cognition and effectuation theory. The theory of cognition examines how individuals
access and process information (Mitchell et al., 2002). From the standpoint of social
entrepreneurship, we would anticipate that the entrepreneur’s actions are shaped by the types of
information he or she has access to and how he or she processes and reacts to that information.
For example, someone who learns about the problem of hunger may be motivated to take action
toward alleviating that problem. In the case of KaBOOM! presented in Chapter 1, social
entrepreneur Darell Hammond was motivated by the lack of safe and available playspaces for
children in poor neighborhoods. The theory of cognition stresses the importance of the social
entrepreneur’s environment and the ways in which he or she interprets it (Eggers & Kaplan,
2013). That, in turn, shapes the way in which the entrepreneur’s organization responds to the
unmet social need.Effectuation TheoryRelated to the theory of cognition is effectuation theory
(Sarasvathy 2001, 2004), which contends that individuals operate under conditions of
environmental uncertainty. In the face of this uncertainty, they respond by selecting a course of
action from a range of possible alternatives. Effectuation theory is particularly relevant for our



study of social entrepreneurship because, like the theory of cognition, it emphasizes the impact
of environment or context on the entrepreneur. This is one of the themes that we introduced in
the first chapter and will continue to develop as we move through this book. As we will see, all
social entrepreneurs face some degree of uncertainty. The nature of these uncertainties varies
and depends on where the entrepreneur is and the type of environment in which he or she is
operating. Uncertainties in a developed economy may include things such as the state of the
economy, the impact of cultural trends, laws and regulations, and taxation. Conversely, in a
developing economy, uncertainties could also include things like civil wars, political coups,
famine and starvation, epidemics, censorship, and human rights violations. Each of these will
shape the way in which social entrepreneurs perceive their environment as well as the choices
they make in developing, launching, and growing their social ventures.Effectuation Theory in
Practice: The Embrace Baby WarmerThe four entrepreneurs who founded Embrace (), a social
venture that developed a low-cost baby warmer for use in developing countries, provide us with
an example of effectuation theory in action. Jane Chen, Linus Liang, Naganand Murty, and
Rahul Panicker were all students enrolled in the Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme Affordability
Program at Stanford University when they conceived the idea for their Embrace baby warmer. An
estimated 20 million premature or low-birth-weight babies are born annually, and approximately
4 million of them, typically in developing nations, die, many due to hypothermia. As soon as a
baby is born and leaves the mother’s womb, its body temperature starts to drop. Premature and
low-birth-weight babies do not have enough body fat to maintain a healthy body temperature, so
they are particularly vulnerable. Initially the four entrepreneurs, who were all students at Stanford
University, developed a smaller and more affordable version of the traditional type of incubator
that is used in hospitals. They recognized, however, that many of the babies they wanted to
target with their product were born in rural communities that did not have ready access to either
hospitals or a reliable source of electricity to power a traditional incubator. In response to the
environmental uncertainty, the four entrepreneurs developed a revolutionary technology to solve
this unmet social need. The resulting Embrace baby warmer consists of a small sleeping bag
with an interior pouch that holds a heating pad. That pad contains a specialized wax-like
material that melts at 37 degrees Celsius (body temperature) and remains at that temperature
for four to six hours. Mothers can “activate” the baby warmer by heating the pouch for about 25
minutes using either an electric or hot-water heater. Thus, this product does not rely on a steady
source of electricity. Embrace is also highly portable and sells for a fraction of the cost of
traditional incubators ($200 vs. $20,000).Embrace works with local nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) to distribute the baby warmers to hospitals and community healthcare
clinics. These organizations, in turn, identify the mothers who need a baby warmer to keep their
newborn healthy. The Embrace story provides us with an excellent example of both the theory of
cognition and effectuation theory. The founding entrepreneurs learned about the problem of
infant mortality due to hypothermia in developing countries (cognition). They also revised and
revolutionized their design to accommodate the environmental uncertainties found in rural



communities (effectuation). In creating the Embrace baby warmer, these entrepreneurs have
served as “agents of change” in the design and delivery of healthcare for mothers and their
babies in developing economies.The Resource-Based ViewA third important theory is the
resource-based view (RBV), which is grounded in the premise that each firm represents an
amalgam of tangible and intangible resources (Barney, 1991). Tangible resources can include
financial capital and other endowments, plant and equipment, and people. Intangible resources
can include human capital in the form of education and experience, and social capital in the form
of contacts and networks. Within the context of social entrepreneurship, the RBV recognizes that
entrepreneurs do not necessarily have all of the resources they need to launch their venture and
make it succeed. Alternatively, social entrepreneurs typically draw upon both internal and
external resources and capabilities. Using our example of the Embrace baby warmer, internal
resources included things like the time, energy, and talent of the four founding entrepreneurs.
External resources include things like financial support from donors and major corporations and
a network of nongovernmental agencies to aid in distribution. In the case of Second Life Bikes,
described below, these resources could include volunteer labor, space, and financial capital.
Second Life Bikes also illustrates the importance of intangible assets such as the sense of
community, ownership, and pride that comes with repairing and recycling used
bikes.BricolageThe theory of bricolage is closely related to the RBV in that it also describes how
entrepreneurs acquire the resources that they need to succeed. Bricolage as a term was first
introduced by anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (Levi-Strauss 1967) to explain the process of
recombining available resources to achieve new ways of solving problems or exploiting
opportunities. More recently, bricolage has been identified as a strategy that may be particularly
appropriate for resource-constrained organizations (Baker, 2007). According to Baker and
Nelson (2005), bricolage has three primary characteristics. First, it incorporates a bias toward
action in addressing the problem or opportunity at hand. Second, bricolage frequently involves
finding value in inputs that other businesses view as worthless. Third, bricolage involves the
combination of resources to achieve a new purpose.The theory of bricolage is particularly
appropriate for our study of social entrepreneurship because social entrepreneurs often tackle
issues or problems representing society’s unmet needs. These include areas such as education,
health, hunger, human rights and social justice, and the environment. These important needs
often “fall through the cracks,” particularly for some segments of the population. In light of this,
the social entrepreneur’s task is to find new and creative ways of addressing them. Social
ventures are also frequently associated with resource-poor environments such as poor
communities and developing economies. Thus, the social entrepreneur needs to be proactive in
finding and utilizing resources that can be leveraged to create social value (Di Domenico et al.,
2010). In addition to the RBV, Second Life Bikes provides us with an example of bricolage in
action.Bricolage in Action: Second Life BikesSecond Life Bikes () has a mission to get more
people, especially kids, on bikes, more often. Founded by social entrepreneur Kerri Martin and
located in Asbury Park, New Jersey, Second Life Bikes has become a community hub where



people can donate used bikes; learn bicycle repair, maintenance, and safety; and acquire a
refurbished bike after a certain number of volunteer hours. The organization’s social goal is to
provide bikes, and therefore exercise, to urban children who would not otherwise be able to
afford one. These children also gain a sense of purpose and self-respect from “earning” their
bike through volunteering and working on bikes in the shop.Second Life Bikes relies heavily on
resources from within the community, including volunteer labor and donations in the form of
time, money, and used bicycles. As a growing number of individuals learn about the organization
and its mission, Second Life Bikes has also been able to generate financial resources by selling
used bikes after they have been refurbished. Second Life Bikes is an excellent example of social
bricolage in that its founders make use of available resources in the community; specifically,
used bicycles and parts that would otherwise be thrown away. These used bicycles “achieve a
new purpose” by providing children with a safe environment, skills, and a sense of
purpose.Organizational Models for Social EntrepreneurshipIn this section we will describe the
three major organizational forms adopted by social ventures. These are the not-for-profit, for-
profit, and hybrid models. Although we often associate social ventures with nonprofit entities,
organizations are increasingly turning to the for-profit and hybrid forms, for reasons that we will
delineate below. Another point to bear in mind is that often these organizational models are not
discrete forms but rather stages along a continuum that ranges from “pure” nonprofits to “pure”
for-profits, or commercial, entities. As we will see in our case studies and examples, an
organization can fall anywhere along that continuum.The Not-for-Profit ModelThe traditional
organizational model for a social venture is organized as a not-for-profit entity. Unlike commercial
ventures, nonprofits do not distribute earnings (revenues minus expenses) to shareholders.
Instead, they use surplus funds to serve their various constituencies. There are a number of
benefits associated with being organized as a nonprofit. One benefit is that nonprofits are
typically exempt from many local, state, and federal taxes, thereby allowing them to devote a
larger share of their income to providing services. A second benefit typically associated with the
nonprofit model is that charitable contributions enjoy favorable tax treatment, thereby serving as
an encouragement to potential donors. A third and very important benefit is that it may be easier
for a nonprofit venture to remain “true” to its social mission because there is no pressure from
shareholders to maintain stock prices or maximize earnings in the short term.Most nonprofit
social ventures in the United States are organized as 501(c)(3) organizations. This designation
refers to a section of the Internal Revenue Code and applies to organizations that do not
distribute earnings to any private owner or individual (). Instead, 501(c)(3) organizations, also
referred to as “charitable organizations,” channel earnings into serving their various
constituencies. Organizations fitting this definition are not required to pay taxes on their earnings.
They are also eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, a major source of revenue for
many nonprofit social ventures.Nonprofits in CanadaIn Canada the nonprofit sector includes
three types of organizations: registered charities, foundations, and nonprofit organizations
(Carter & Cooper, 2009). Charities run programs that meet the criteria described by the



Canadian Revenue Agency’s Charities Directorate, which regulates charities. As in the United
States, individuals and groups who donate to charities are eligible for tax benefits. Foundations
are one type of registered charity that exists primarily for the distribution of funds. Nonprofit
organizations are clubs, organizations, or associations that are not charities but are organized
and operated for the purpose of social welfare and civic improvement. Like charities, they enjoy
tax benefits. Nonprofit corporations are “hybrids” incorporated as a legal entity separate from
members and directors. These firms can earn profits, but those profits must be directed toward
fulfilling the firm’s mission rather than being distributed to shareholders, members, and directors
().Nonprofits in CanadaIn Canada the nonprofit sector includes three types of organizations:
registered charities, foundations, and nonprofit organizations (Carter & Cooper, 2009). Charities
run programs that meet the criteria described by the Canadian Revenue Agency’s Charities
Directorate, which regulates charities. As in the United States, individuals and groups who
donate to charities are eligible for tax benefits. Foundations are one type of registered charity
that exists primarily for the distribution of funds. Nonprofit organizations are clubs, organizations,
or associations that are not charities but are organized and operated for the purpose of social
welfare and civic improvement. Like charities, they enjoy tax benefits. Nonprofit corporations are
“hybrids” incorporated as a legal entity separate from members and directors. These firms can
earn profits, but those profits must be directed toward fulfilling the firm’s mission rather than
being distributed to shareholders, members, and directors ().Case StudyNot-for-Profit Model:
Habitat for HumanityHabitat for Humanity () is an example of a nonprofit social venture.
According to its mission statement:Habitat for Humanity believes that every man, woman and
child should have a decent, safe and affordable place to live. We build and repair houses all over
the world using volunteer labor and donations. Our partner families purchase these houses
through no-profit, no-interest mortgage loans or innovative financing methods.Habitat pursues
this mission by using volunteers to rehabilitate homes in low-income or poverty-stricken
communities worldwide. These homes are then sold at an affordable price to families who would
not otherwise be able to buy them. Funding for Habitat’s activities comes from grants and
donations from both individuals and major corporations. Since its launch in 1976, Habitat for
Humanity has helped to provide housing for over 600,000 families.Despite these fairly
considerable advantages, there are several disadvantages of the nonprofit form. One is the fact
that many of the constituencies served by nonprofits cannot actually afford to pay for the
services they receive. Thus, the organization cannot rely on revenues from “customers” as a
stable source of income. In contrast, many nonprofits spend an inordinate amount of time trying
to raise funds from a variety of alternative sources. Thus, many of them are chronically resource-
constrained, making it difficult for them to make a significant impact or scale their operation.
Second, these resource constraints also make it difficult to hire and retain skilled managers
because salaries and other benefits in the nonprofit sector are typically lower than they are in the
for-profit sector. Resource constraints also lead to heavy reliance on work done by volunteers
who may work intermittently rather than consistently on any given task, thereby making it more



difficult to achieve measurable results.The For-Profit ModelSome older definitions of social
entrepreneurship focus heavily on the nonprofit organizational form. In recent years, however,
this has changed: a growing number of newer social ventures are organized as for-profit or
hybrid entities. A for-profit venture provides an economic return to shareholders who are the
owners of the firm. In a publicly held company, those economic returns come in the form of
dividends and capital gains. In a privately held company, economic returns come in the form of
distributions to shareholders who might include the entrepreneur, members of his or her family,
key employees, and investors.To a certain extent, the for-profit form of organization “corrects” for
some of the disadvantages associated with a nonprofit venture. If the organization is a publicly
held company, it has access to a broad range of financing sources, including bank loans and
publicly issued debt and equity, in addition to donations, grants, and the sale of products and
services. For-profit ventures also, by their very nature, place an emphasis on generating a profit.
This forces them to ensure that revenues exceed expenses. Both of these factors increase the
amount of capital available to fund operation activities and investments. Thus, for-profit entities
are in a better position to pay market rates for talented managers and employees. Unlike
nonprofits, they are less likely to operate at a loss or to be heavily reliant on volunteers for
managing day-to-day operations.Case StudyFor-Profit Model: HINTHINT Water () is an example
of a for-profit social venture. HINT was founded in San Francisco by Kara Golden as a means of
fighting the growing epidemic of childhood obesity in the United States and providing an
alternative to sugared drinks and sodas. HINT produces and sells naturally flavored bottled
water and urges its customers to “Drink Water, Not Sugar.” It is sold nationally in a variety of
retail, grocery, and natural food chains, including and Whole Foods. In 2012, HINT’s revenues
exceeded $30 million.One of the challenges of operating a for-profit venture is the challenge of
achieving the right balance between social and economic goals. Some researchers suggest that
pressure to produce profits and returns for shareholders can lead for-profit entities to stray from
their social mission. They note that the goals of the social entrepreneurs and those of
shareholders and investors may be so far apart as to make it difficult to balance the two.
Nevertheless, the for-profit model can be very effective in addressing one of the major
challenges faced by social ventures—generating and raising sufficient funds to survive and
grow.For-Profit Organizational FormsFor-profits take on one of three major organizational forms:
sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2014, pp. 5–9). A sole
proprietorship consists of one individual who goes into business for him- or herself. There may
be additional employees, but there is one sole owner, the originating entrepreneur. Sole
proprietorships tend to be very small and typically operate at a local level. Major advantages
include ease of entry and limited reporting requirements. From a tax perspective, sole
proprietorships also have an advantage in that the entrepreneur does not have to file separate
tax forms for his or her personal earnings and company earnings. For this type of organization,
both personal and company earnings are reported on the entrepreneur’s personal income tax
form and are subject to personal income tax.The second organizational form, a partnership,



occurs when two or more individuals establish a firm. A partnership offers many of the same
advantages as a sole proprietorship. In addition, a partnership has the advantage of being able
to raise larger amounts of capital since it can draw upon the financial resources of more than
one owner. However, a disadvantage for both partnerships and sole proprietorships is the
problem of unlimited liability. This means that the firm and the owners can be sued; there is no
“boundary” between the two. Nevertheless, firm owners have found several ways to manage the
challenge of unlimited liability. One way is through the purchase of liability insurance, a common
practice. For partnerships, there is also the “limited” form. Limited partners contribute capital, but
in the event of a lawsuit or failure of the firm, they are only liable for the amount of capital they
have already put in. Hence, their potential for loss is “limited.”
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